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2016 REPORT : GLOBAL INSIGHT INTO THE NOW AND NEXT OF EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY 

Providing an Industry Overview 
Following our inaugural report covering the Global e-Learning sector, 
“e-Learning Lessons of the Future”, we provide a fresh perspective 
highlighting key themes and industry insights relevant to the EdTech 
sector. We review industry expenditure and provide IBIS Capital’s 
projections with breakdowns by geographic region and by life stage of 
learning.  
 
We identify 5 transformational trends that underpin fundamental 
shifts across different segments of the global education market. The 
report aims to provide those interested in EdTech with a compendium 
of the current state of the market together with data points that 
illustrate the changes occurring across the sector. 

 

Valuation Trends 
The market has a healthy ecosystem of large strategic players, 
expectant capital markets, venture capital investors and a large range 
of entrepreneurial initiatives. To date, the US has set the trend and 
pace of the EdTech market. However, Asia is now experiencing the 
world’s fastest growth in investment into the sector. Europe has seen 
increases in M&A, however, this region remains a largely under-
invested and fragmented market.  
 
We review and compare geographic and segmental breakdowns of the 
EdTech M&A markets and fundraisings. One of the most noteworthy 
deals of 2015 was LinkedIn’s acquisition of Lynda.com. The vertical 
integration links the workplace that much more closely with ongoing 
skills development.  

The Asian Education Market 
Fast changing demographics across Asian point to a dramatic change 
in economies, their skill requirements and the education and training 
required. Companies with global ambitions will want to respond to 
this huge growth opportunity available in the region. However, Asian 
markets are structurally complex and vary significantly from market to 
market.  
 
This study places a magnifying glass over the region with the aim of 
providing examples of different initiatives and some of the success 
stories. Similar to Europe, Asia is highly fragmented with bordered 
markets and different regulatory environments. This overview is 
intended to provide an introduction to those seeking to navigate this 
region and identify the themes affecting education in Asia. 

IBIS Capital View of the Future 
Over the last 5 years the EdTech sector has changed dramatically with 
a growing acceptance of the profound impact that will occur to the 
way we learn and develop new skills for the 21st Century. However, 
the digital change will not come as quickly to Education as it has come 
to other sectors. We expect a long rising tide rather than an avalanche 
and as such we need to manage our expectations accordingly. 
 
As the world population continues to grow at an alarming pace, so will 
the demand for education and skills. An investment in education 
generates a virtuous circle; as a more knowledgeable population 
generates greater wealth, it benefits from greater equality and stems 
its own population growth. So the challenge we seek to answer : is 
how do we make education work effectively for the needs of the 21st 
Century. 
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Key Drivers for the 21st Century: 4 + 1 Transformational Trends 
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DIGITISATION 

GLOBALISATION 

PERSONALISATION 

PRIVATISATION 

OPPORTUNITY 

ACCELERATION 

4 + 1 DRIVERS OF TRANSFORMATION 

� Technology enables the cost-effective delivery of bespoke and on-demand learning 
approaches (e.g. digital tutoring, adaptive learning, competency-based training) at scale 

� Personalisation drives the “fragmentation” of content sources, instruction delivery 
platforms and assessment approaches. As a result, curation and certification are becoming 
fundamental elements of the ecosystem 

� The rise of private education globally (including low fee schools/universities) is increasing 
the access to education and improves learning outcomes through increased choice and 
competition, particularly in emerging markets 

� Public education systems are increasingly integrated with, and supplemented by, private 
education offerings such as tutoring, ICT, teacher training, assessment, pathways, etc. 

�  The rate at which disruptive technologies are impacting jobs and skills is growing 
exponentially across all sectors of the world economy, creating a global and lifelong “skills 
race” for nations and individuals of all ages  

� Digital solutions allow nations to identify and address skill gaps more quickly 

� Globalisation of the knowledge economy drives the progressive homogenisation of skill 
sets, competencies and curricula, creating: 
─ borderless competition for education, training providers and learners  
─ opportunities for education “platform” operators to compete and scale globally 

� Digitisation facilitates the cost effective dissemination of education and training at scale 
� Digitisation enables the rise of an innovative form of learning architecture that leverages 

the social reach of mobile internet, delivers personalised learning and training and uses 
big data analysis to understand the most effective ways for learners to progress or re-train 

� As a result, digitisation creates global opportunities for innovative players 
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7% 

57% 

25% 

5% 
5% 

18% 

9% 

3% 

31% 

7% 

24% 

8% 
13% 

11% 

3% 

33% 
7% 

25% 

8% 

$4.8tn $5.0tn 
$5.4tn 

$5.8tn 
$6.3tn 

$6.8tn 
$7.4tn 

$8.1tn 

2013A 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E

Industry Projections: Significantly Ahead of Global GDP Growth 
2013A – 2020E Education & Training Expenditure  
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2013A - 2020E Global Education & Training Expenditure(1) 

($ trillion) 

 

$7.7tn(3) 

$8.7tn(2) 

Pre-K12(10%) 
K12 (6%) 
Tertiary - Higher Education (10%) 

Segment (2013A – 2020E CAGR) 

Vocational Education (11%) 
Corporate Training (9%) 

Geography (2013A – 2020E CAGR) 

Emerging Asia-Pacific (12%) 
Developed Asia-Pacific (6%) 
Middle East & Africa (9%) 
North America (7%) 

Latin America (7%) 
Europe (7%) 
Rest of World (8%) 

Geographic Breakdown (2013A – 2020E)(1) 

 

Segment Breakdown (2013A – 2020E)(1) 

Source: IBIS Capital, GSV Advisors, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Statista 
1) IBIS Capital estimates 
2) Based on GSV Advisors CAGR estimates of 7% from 2013A to 2018E extrapolated to 2020E 
3) Based on Bank of America Merrill Lynch CAGR estimates of 7%-9% from 2012A to 2017E extrapolated to 2020E 

IBIS estimates(1) 

BAML estimates(2) 

GSV estimates(3) 

8% 

51% 

30% 

6% 
6% 

Key Points 
 

� Global education expenditure is projected to 
grow at 8% p.a. driven by increasing 
enrolment, increased expenditure across 
emerging markets, higher levels of remedial 
education and reduced dropout rates. Other 
key factors include: skill shortages, expanding 
student and employee mobility across the 
globe, and active interest in skill-based 
education in the workplace 
 

� K12 education represents the largest segment 
globally by expenditure and student numbers. 
In 2013, K12 accounted for 57% of total 
expenditure, which is expected to reduce to 
51% in 2020 as we see share increases in all 
other education segments  
 

� North America and Europe remain the major 
markets by spend in all subsectors with Asia-
Pacific expecting considerable growth 

 

4) Based on Statista figures for Global GDP from 2013A-2020E 
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$85bn 
$109bn 

$133bn 
$157bn 

$181bn 
$204bn 

$228bn 
$252bn 

2013A 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E

Industry Projections : EdTech 17% CAGR to 2020 
2013A – 2020E EdTech Expenditure  
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2013A - 2020E Global EdTech Expenditure(1) 

($ billion) $362bn(2) 

$226bn(3) 

37% 

19% 
9% 

25% 

10% 

46% 

12% 
11% 

11% 

20% 

Geography (2013A – 2020E CAGR) 

K12 (29%) 
Higher Education (19%) 
Corporate Training (10%) 

Sector (2013A – 2020E CAGR) 

12% 

41% 
47% 

1.8% 3.1% 

Geographic Breakdown (2013A – 2020E)(1) Segment Breakdown (2013A – 2020E)(1) 

Asia-Pacific (13%) 
Middle East & Africa (24%) 
North America (14%) 

Latin America (7%) 
Europe (7%) 
Rest of World (8%) 

IBIS estimates(1) 

BAML estimates(2) 

GSV estimates(3) 

EdTech Penetration (% of total spend) 

Source: IBIS Capital, GSV Advisors, Bank of America Merrill Lynch 
1) IBIS Capital estimates 
2) Based on GSV Advisors CAGR estimates of 7% from 2013A to 2018E extrapolated to 2020E 
3) Based on Bank of America Merrill Lynch CAGR estimates of 7%-9% from 2012A to 2017E extrapolated to 2020E 

24% 

46% 

30% 

Key Points 
 
� EdTech expenditure is projected to grow at 

17.0% per annum to $252bn by 2020. 
Underlying segmental growth:  
─ K12 education CAGR of 29% 
─ Higher Education CAGR of 19% 
─ Corporate training market CAGR of 10% 
 

� K12 and Higher Education to experience a 
“tipping point” as digital transition becomes a 
mainstream focus for 21st Century schools 

 
� Themes underpinning the EdTech sector: 

─ Significant development in technological 
infrastructure enabling greater access to 
learning resources 

─ Fragmentation of content sources, 
instruction delivery platforms and 
assessment approaches to deliver 
personalised learning paths 

─ Internationalisation of education/workplace 
and curricula built around globally trusted 
brands/certificates 

─ The privatisation of education spend 
creating greater focus on “return on 
education” and workforce training  

─ Labour skills shortages, the need for job 
preparation and continued professional 
development  

─ Credentials for employment and career 
progression in emerging markets 
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1.3bn 
1.5bn 

1.6bn 1.6bn 

2.5bn 

3.1bn 
2.7bn 

3.3bn 

2000 2005 2010 2012 2035 2050

5.3bn 

7.2bn 

9.6bn 

1990 2014 2050

Population Growth Fuelling Significant Increases in the 
Demand for Education 
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2014 – 2050 Global Population Growth 

(number of people) 

 

2012 – 2050 Student Enrolment Projections 
(number of students, billion) 

Source: UNESCO, IBIS Capital 
1) IBIS Capital estimates 

Global Gross Enrolment Ratio (“GER”) 

(% of population enrolled as students, primary-tertiary education) 
2012 – 2035 Student Enrolment Projections by Stage(1) 
(number of students, billion) 

0.2bn 

0.7bn 

0.6bn 

0.2bn 

0.3bn 

0.9bn 

0.8bn 

0.5bn 

Pre-primary Primary Secondary Tertiary

1.9x 

1.3x 

1.4x 

2.7x 

62% 

72% 

1999 2012

North America + Europe 
Median : 89%  

Key Points 
 
� The world’s population stood at 7.2 billion at 

the end of 2014 and is expected to increase by 
a further 2.4 billion by 2050 
 

� By 2035, there are expected to be 1bn more 
students worldwide, driven by:  
─ population increase of 1 billion, taking total 

to 8.2bn people 
─ increasing enrolment ratios, across all 

sectors. Tertiary education seeing the 
largest proportionate change 

─ the number of expected years of schooling 
rising from 9.6 years in 1999 to 12.0 years in 
2012  

─ labour shortages and increasing skill gaps 
causing the workforce to re-train and 
refresh/develop new skills  

─ increasing competition for employment, 
creating a demand for lifelong learning, 
continued professional development and 
informal learning 

 
� Increasing enrolment is an established trend. 

Over the 12 year period up to 2012, the Gross 
Enrolment Ratio (GER) has been consistently 
increasing. GER measures the number enrolled 
students against the population that qualifies 
to be enrolled 
 

� Tertiary education and pre-primary education 
expected to grow significantly, indicating 
expected increases in the years of schooling 
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Dramatic Demographic Impact Resulting from Different 
Education Investment Scenarios 
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Global Education Attainment in 2010 by Age and Gender(1)  
(Population in million) 

Source: IIASA, Wittgenstein Centre 
1) The projections are based on the multi-dimensional generalisation of the so-called cohort-component projection model which projects populations along cohorts and requires assumptions on future fertility, mortality, migration, and education trends. An 

important prerequisite for suggesting the addition of educational attainment as a third demographic dimension is the assumption that the effects of education on demographic behaviour and outcomes are not spurious associations 

2 1 Constant Enrolment Rates(1) Fast-Track(1) Global Education Trend(1) 3 

Assumption: Countries will follow the average path 
of school expansion that other countries already 

further advanced in this process have experienced 

Assumption: All countries will expand their school systems at 
the fastest possible rate, comparable to the best performers 

in recent history such as Singapore and South Korea 

Assumption: No more schools are built and the absolute 
number of students is kept constant, under conditions 
of population growth means declining enrolment rates 

Optimistic / Realistic Scenario Most Optimistic Scenario Most Pessimistic Scenario  

Global Education Attainment Scenarios in 2060  

100+ 
95-99 
90-94 
85-89 
80-84 
75-79 
70-74 
65-69 
60-64 
55-59 
50-54 
45-49 
40-44 
35-39 
30-34 
25-29 
20-24 
15-19 
10-14 
5-9 
0-4 

Males 

6.9 Billion 

Females 

400 300 200 100 0 100 200 300 400 

100+ 
95-99 
90-94 
85-89 
80-84 
75-79 
70-74 
65-69 
60-64 
55-59 
50-54 
45-49 
40-44 
35-39 
30-34 
25-29 
20-24 
15-19 
10-14 
5-9 
0-4 

400 300 200 100 0 100 200 300 400 

Males 

9.8 Billion 

Females 

400 300 200 100 0 100 200 300 400 

100+ 
95-99 
90-94 
85-89 
80-84 
75-79 
70-74 
65-69 
60-64 
55-59 
50-54 
45-49 
40-44 
35-39 
30-34 
25-29 
20-24 
15-19 
10-14 
5-9 
0-4 

Males 

9.4 Billion 

Females 

400 300 200 100 0 100 200 300 400 

Males 

8.9 Billion 

Females 

100+ 
95-99 
90-94 
85-89 
80-84 
75-79 
70-74 
65-69 
60-64 
55-59 
50-54 
45-49 
40-44 
35-39 
30-34 
25-29 
20-24 
15-19 
10-14 
5-9 
0-4 

Ag
e 

(in
 y

ea
rs

) 

Population in Millions 

The IIASA and the Wittgenstein Centre published 
population projections by age, sex and level of 
education presented here. The projections are based off 
2010 World statistics with projections to 2100 
 

Key observations: 
� Increased enrolment/education attainment increases 

productivity and reduces mortality rates  
� Increased female enrolment/longevity in education 

reduces population growth 
� Economic (income and opportunity) equality reduces 

international migration 
 

Key Points 
 
� In 2010, a limited portion of the global 

population attained post-secondary education. 
A rapid investment into education (the Fast-
Track Scenario) would result in a smaller, 
better educated and more equal global society 
 

� Reducing the marginal cost of delivering 
education will be key to achieving significant 
increases in global enrolment. Mobile 
technology will become centrepiece to the 
future development of the education and 
training industries 
 
 

<15 years             No education            Primary                     Secondary                  Post Secondary 
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Fast-Track Scenario Delivers Highest Demographic  
Dividends (GDP Per Capita Growth) 

Source: United Nations, CIA Factbook 

0.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

1950- 1955- 1960- 1965- 1970- 1975- 1980- 1985- 1990- 1995- 2000- 2005- 2010- 2015- 2020- 2025- 2030- 2035- 2040- 2045- 2050- 2055-

1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050 2055 2060

World Africa
Asia Europe
Latin America North America

1950 – 2060 Total Fertility Rates(1) 

(the average number of children that would be born to a woman over her lifetime) 

Total Fertility Rates vs. GDP Per Capita (PPP(2)) by Countries(3) 

3.5 
 
2.1 

Replacement Fertility rate 

1) The Surprising Global Variation in Replacement Fertility, Population Research and Policy Review 
2) Purchasing Power Parity  
3) Data source as at 2004. Excludes countries with GDP Per Capita over $50,000 namely Bermuda and Luxembourg 

0.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

$0 $10,000 $20,000 $30,000 $40,000 $50,000

China 

Indonesia 

India 

Brazil United States 
United Kingdom 

Nigeria 

Developed Economies Developing Economies 

GDP Per Capita to Increase 

Key Points 
 

� Falling fertility rates are associated with higher 
standards of education as parents can more 
easily afford to educate fewer children, higher 
living standards as better educated workers 
generate higher incomes and greater female 
autonomy 
 

� A significant economic dividend is the 
expected result from having fewer children 
and older people, and a bulge of working-age 
adults  

 
� Some regions of the world have already 

‘cashed in’ on their demographic dividend and 
are now facing the opposite challenge; labour 
shortages. European populations are shrinking, 
a first in human history. As a result, some of 
Europe’s strongest economies – including 
Germany, Austria, and the Netherlands – could 
experience severe labour shortages by 2050 
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Labour Shortages and Income Inequality Threaten Economic 
Growth in Advanced Economies 

Labour shortage or 
surplus in 2020 

(% of labour supply) 

Labour shortage or 
surplus in 2030 

(%of labour supply) 

Scenario 1 
(10-year 

growth rate) 

Scenario 2 
(20-year 

growth rate) 

Scenario 1 
(10-year 

growth rate) 

Scenario 2 
(20-year 

growth rate) 

Eu
ro

pe
 

France 8 6 5 (1) 
Germany (6) (4) (27) (23) 
Italy 8 8 (4) (4) 
Netherlands 14 10 5 (7) 
Poland (1) 5 (24) (10) 
Spain 24 17 16 (3) 
Sweden 7 9 4 8 
Switzerland (9) (5) (19) (10) 
UK 8 6 3 (1) 

Am
er

ic
as

 

Argentina 3 24 (23) 30 
Brazil (7) (7) (34) (33) 
Canada 5 3 (6) (11) 
Mexico 10 6 4 (8) 
US 13 10 11 4 

As
ia

-P
ac

ifi
c 

Australia (3) (2) (18) (16) 
China 9 7 3 (3) 
India 8 6 4 1 
Indonesia 3 5 (3) 0 
Japan 3 3 (2) (2) 
Russia (5) 11 (24) 15 
Saudi Arabia 16 30 (19) 20 
South Korea (2) (6) (16) (26) 
Turkey 7 8 0 4 

Af
ric

a Egypt 7 9 (5) 0 
South Africa 30 36 26 39 

2020 & 2030 Labour Shortage Forecast in Key Countries(1) 

(labour shortage as a % of labour supply) 

Gini Coefficient 

Multiple of income comparing the top 10% vs. bottom 10% 

2013 Large Differences in levels of income 
inequality across OECD countries(2,3) 

5.2x

9.6x

10.5x

18.8x

30.5x

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Denmark
Slovenia

Czech Republic
Finland
Iceland

Slovak Republic
Belgium
Norway
Sweden

Netherlands
Switzerland

Germany
Austria

Luxembourg
Hungary

Ireland
France
Poland

New Zealand
Canada

Australia
OECD

Estonia
Korea

Portugal
UK

Japan
Italy

Spain
Greece

Israel
Turkey

United States
Chile

Mexico

Income inequality in 
OECD countries is at 
its highest level for 
the past half century. 
The average income 
of the richest 10% of 
the population is 
about 9.6 times that 
of the poorest 10% 
across the OECD, up 
from 7.0 times 25 
years ago 

Only in 
Turkey, Chile, 
and Mexico 
has inequality 
fallen, but in 
the latter two 
countries the 
incomes of 
the richest 
are still more 
than 25 times 
those of the 
poorest 

Source: Boston Consulting Group, OECD 
1) Boston Consulting Group 
2) The Gini coefficient is the most common measure of inequality. A higher Gini coefficient indicates higher levels of inequality in a defined region 
3) In some cases 2011 or 2012 data has been used where the latest data has been unavailable 

10-year growth scenario is based of annual GDP/labour productivity growth rates between 2003 and 2012  
20-year growth scenario is based of annual GDP/labour productivity growth rates between 1993 and 2012  

Surplus 
De facto shortage(4) 
Shortage 

 
4) Surplus of 0%-5% 

Key Points 
 

� By 2030, the Boston Consulting Group, have 
predicted major labour shortages which could 
lead to $10 trillion of GDP being at risk, this is 
equivalent to 60% of US GDP or 10% of the 
total World’s GDP. Nations that cannot fill 
available jobs or cannot create enough jobs for 
their workforce will face curbed growth 
 

� Temporary migration can help meet labour 
gaps, however, migrants are often unskilled, 
largely originating from economically 
underdeveloped countries suffering from 
weaker education systems or significant 
income/opportunity inequality. Aptitude 
testing and job preparation courses will have 
an increasing role where global standards in 
skills/certification are not met  
 

� Uncertainty and fears of social decline and 
exclusion have reached the middle classes in 
many societies. Arresting the trend of rising 
inequality has become a priority for policy 
makers 
 

� Addressing inequality through investment in 
education and the workforce, creates job 
opportunities, encourages social migration and 
therefore reduces lower skilled international 
migration. The latter, a long-term concern for 
developed countries with shrinking 
populations, e.g. Germany, one of Europe’s 
strongest economies 

13 
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85% 81% 
89% 

82% 

47% 

58% 

92% 
87% 

96% 

85% 

61% 

71% 

Europe North
America

Oceania Latin
America

Africa Asia

(64) 
130 

18 

246 

1,177 

1,561 

Europe North
America

Oceania Latin
America

Africa Asia

Emerging Markets Will Continue to Drive Global  
Student Population Growth 

14 

North America + Europe 
Median : 89%(1)  

Emerging markets will 
account for 90% of global 
population growth (+2.4 
billion persons) by 2050  

2014 – 2050 Global Population Growth  
(population in million) 

Global GER between 1999 vs. 2012 by Region  
(% of population enrolled as students, primary-tertiary education) 

Growth in Student Enrolment between 1999 – 2012 
by Region (number of students, millions) 

Growth Premium: Emerging vs. Mature Markets 
(difference in year-on-year % growth, primary-tertiary education) 

Source: UNESCO 
1) Calculated using 2012 average GER of Europe and North America 
2) Restless Development 

(9) 
20 

3 9 

111 

208 

Europe North AmericaOceania Latin America Africa Asia

>90% of student 
growth has been 
driven from Asia 
and Africa 

0.0%

1.0%

2.0%

3.0%

4.0%

2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012

Average Emerging Markets Growth Premium: 1.6%  

Globalisation Privatisation Digitisation Personalisation Acceleration 

Key Points 
 
� For the world’s 60 poorest countries, 60% 

percent of the population was on average 
under 25 in 2012(2) 

 
� Developing economies have grown 

consistently year-on-year since 1999 and so 
generate the majority of student enrolment 
growth, particularly across Asia and Africa. 
These 2 regions are expected to remain 
significant contributors to global expansion: 
─ Africa has experienced the fastest rate of 

student enrolment growth (4% CAGR 
between 1999-2012) in the world. With 
such growing demand, Africa will need to 
address key infrastructure bottlenecks to 
provide access to education and resources 
to large numbers quickly. Private schools, 
job preparation and mobile will be 
important elements to addressing this 
increasing demand 

─ We expect Asia to become the dominant 
EdTech market due to a digital first strategy 
combined with increased disposable income 
and a high propensity to spend on 
education 

 
� North America has lead innovation in EdTech 

and the major players are now looking to 
international markets for scale 

 
� Europe’s economy remains largely stagnant 

but is still host to 5 out of the top 10 leading 
educational systems in the world. As one of 
the most culturally diverse continents we 
expect Europe to remain an authoritative voice 
that can leverage its brand and reputation into 
international markets 
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International Education Opportunities Linked to Adoption 
of English Language Teaching 

International School Students 

(K12 students, million) 
International Student Enrolments 

(number of students, million) 

English-Medium International Schools 
(number of K12 schools) 

Growth of English Taught Programmes (ETPs) in Europe 
(number of ETPs in Europe) 

2m 

5m 

8m 

2000 2014 2020

7,200 

12,000 

2014 2024

3.7m 

6.9m 

2014 2024

725 

2,389 

6,407 

8,089 

2001 2007 2013 2014

Source: The International School Consultancy Group, Academic Cooperation Association, OECD 
1) English-taught bachelor and master programmes – referred to in the study as English-Taught Programmes (ETPs) in non-English-speaking European countries 

Globalisation Privatisation Digitisation Personalisation Acceleration 

Key Points 
 

� Asia is expected to contribute 80% of 
international higher education enrolment 
growth between 2003 and 2020 
 

� English Taught Programmes (ETPs) have been 
an approach that has enabled non-English 
speaking European Higher Education 
Institutions to attract global student 
enrolments and build an international profile 
 

� Within K12 approximately 80% of the demand 
for places at international schools now comes 
from wealthier local parents who want their 
children to receive a quality, English-speaking 
education in order to access the better options 
for university and higher education 
 

� China has 200 million school-aged children and 
a rapidly growing middle class (including at 
least 2.5 million millionaires). An increasing 
number of these families are demanding an 
international education 
 

� ISC predicts that by 2024, there will be over 
12,000 international schools teaching 6.9 
million students generating an annual fee 
income of over US $62 billion (£37 billion) 
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Growing Employee Mobility as Skills Adjust to Global Marketplace 
Globalisation and Employability 
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50% 
growth in mobile employees across large 
organisations between 2009 and 2020 
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English Language Increases Employability, Income Prospects and is Key for International Communication Tool 

80% of global businesses 
say English is needed to 
succeed in their business(2) 

55% of all websites are 
written in English(2) 

85% of the world’s 
international  
organisations use English(2) 
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Source: United Nations, Ernst & Young, Education First, IFC, World Bank, Pearson 
1) The Education First English Proficiency Index 
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Key Points 
 

� Over the last 60 years, there has been a 
significant shift in the most highly populated 
cities in the world. Traditional business hubs 
such as Paris, London, and Moscow, will be 
dwarfed in population size by Mumbai, Delhi 
and Dhaka 
 

� Of the 30 most highly populated cities in 1950, 
only 19 remained among the top 30 as of 
2007. In addition, 11 new cities that had never 
before been registered as large enough have 
now hit the top 30. By 2025, only 16 cities that 
ranked among the 30 most populated in 1950 
will remain on the list. Of these, only 3 are 
located in the United States, representing a 
significant shift from 75 years earlier. London 
and Lima will come out of the top 30, and 3 
new cities that were not even ranked in 2007 
will be included: Lahore, Shenzhen, and 
Chennai 
 

� English is the preferred language for 
international communication, with countries 
often having minimum proficiency levels to 
immigrate on a semi-permanent or permanent 
basis 
 

� In 2013, over 70% of immigrants were of 
working age and likely to seek English 
Language Training to improve employment 
opportunities 
 

50% 
growth in host locations across large 
organisations for mobile employees 
between 2009 and 2020 
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Scale of Opportunity 

English Language 
Proficiency Very Low Very High 

$36.3bn 

$80.0bn 

$20.0bn 

$26.0bn 

$56.3bn 

$106.0bn 

2013 2018

Language Learning to Benefit From Globalisation 
2 Billion People to Learn English in Next 10 – 15 Years 
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Global English Language Learning 
Global Non-English Language Learning 

More than 60% of 
students in South 
Africa choose English 
for learning but only 
7% of students speak 
English at home(3) 

Employees who speak 
fluent English in India 
earn 34% higher hourly 
wage than those who 
do not(2) 

2013 – 2018 Global Language Teaching Expenditure(1) 

($ billion) 
English Language Teaching Direction: Blended Learning 
 

2014 English Language Proficiency Map(1,2) 
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Source: IBIS Capital, GSV Advisors 
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4) Gov.uk 
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Key Points 
 
� The British Council estimates that the global 

market for English language learners is 1.5 
billion learners, with only about 1.5 million 
studying outside of their home country. Of 
those who study English outside the national 
education system, 15% are estimated to access 
formal face-to-face or blended learning English 
Language Training (“ELT”), whereas the other 
85% are estimated to be self-access learners, 
who use media such as the internet, 
newspapers and TV 
 

� ELT is the largest segment in language learning 
contributing to over 60% of the market. 
Between 2013 – 2018, offline ELT is expected 
to grow $38.7bn and online is expected to grow 
$1.3bn  
 

� Agents play a significant role in recruiting 
language students into institutions. It is 
estimated that 50-80% of language students 
were placed by agents 
 

� The world’ largest single session MOOC: 
440,000 students signed up for one session of 
the Understanding IELTS: Techniques for 
English Language Tests course, which was 
taught by the British Council 
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Expensive Higher Education Destination Countries 
Australia, Singapore, US & UK Are the Most Expensive Study Locations 

2014 Total Annual Cost of Higher Education in Key Countries(1) 

($, total annual cost including annual cost of living) 

Top 10 Destination Countries for HE in 2012 Breakdown of Annual Cost of Higher Education(1)  
($, annual cost) 

 
Rank % of mobile 

students Country 

1. 18% United States 

2. 11% United Kingdom 

3. 7% France 

4. 6% Australia 

5. 5% Germany 

6. 4% Russian Federation 

7. 4% Japan 

8. 3% Canada 

9. 2% China 

10. 2% Italy 

Taiwan 
$11,911 

Singapore 
$39,229 

Hong Kong 
$32,140 

Australia 
$42,093 

France 
$16,777 

India 
$5,642 

$$$ 
$$ 
$ 

Source: HSBC, UNESCO, Oanda, Expatistan 
1) Calculations based on average annual 2014 undergraduate tuition fees for international students at the ten largest public universities in each country 
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Key Points 
 

� Enrolment into Tertiary Education has more 
than doubled to 196 million students between 
2000 and 2012 
 

� Australia, the US and UK are the most 
expensive locations to study and live in. Not 
unsurprisingly, these countries are host to 
some of the most prestigious institutions in the 
world with globally recognised education 
standards across an array of programmes  
 

� Typically, living costs add over 30% of 
additional costs for an international student 
looking to study abroad. Exchange rate 
fluctuations have a significant impact on the 
affordability of programmes from year to year. 
Looking at the main student source markets, 
some destination countries are more attractive 
than others, for example, Australia and Canada 
have become less affordable over the last 5 
years 
 

� The top 10 student source markets in 2012 
included: China (with 694,400 students 
studying abroad), India (189,500), Republic of 
Korea (123,700), Germany (117,600), Saudi 
Arabia (62,500), France (62,400), United States 
(58,100), Malaysia (55,600), Vietnam (53,800), 
Iran (51,600) 
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The Transnational Education Opportunity  
UK Case Study: Leveraging Education Brands into Emerging Markets 
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International students studying in their 
home country with UK HE Institutions 
already exceeds international students 
studying based in the UK 

Source: UK Government Home Office, Times Higher Education, British Council 
1) University World News 
2) Student Marketing 
3) IBIS Capital estimates 
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Key Points 
 

� The global demand for higher education is 
growing faster than the growth of 
international student mobility. As a result, 
education providers are seeking ways to 
capitalise on this growth by expanding their 
brand to export markets so individuals can 
access internationally recognised qualifications 
 

� China completed over 1,200 partnerships with 
higher education institutions globally in 2012 
and continues to expand international branch 
campuses and foreign higher education 
provision with the establishment of more Sino-
foreign joint university programmes(1) 

 
� Drivers supporting transnational education 

include: 
─ stricter immigration control, visa 

regulations and language requirements; 
─ the increasing cost of education and cost of 

living in a foreign country; 
─ foreign exchange movements (on average, 

study destination countries have become 
more affordable to access for student 
source markets 

 
� Agency networks have benefitted from the 

growth of student mobility, there are over 
26,000 agencies globally(2). Agency fees 
represent a large expense for recruiting 
institutions with cost per student acquisition 
ranging from $50 to $5,000 depending on 
sourcing methodology(3) 
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Education Keeps on Getting More Expensive 
 

Average Enrolment Weighted US Education Costs vs. CPI 
Index Since 1972(1) 

Change in the Proportion of Private Expenditure Between 2000 and 2011 
(% change) 
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Average Increase: 5.2%  

1,354.7 

562.9 
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Private not-for-profit Public CPI

..and more of it is being funded privately  

Source: IBIS Capital analysis, The College Board, US Department of Education, Mark Kantrowitz, publicly available information 
1) Includes food and living costs 

Education has been getting 
more expensive to attain…  

Average Debt Per US Student Borrower in Each Year’s 
Graduating Class ($) 
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Key Points 
 

� The cost of education in the US has increased 
significantly faster than inflation both for 
public and private provision of education  
 

� The current funding structure for US education 
is alarming. US student debt has grown over 3x 
from $390bn Q4 2005 to $1.2tn in 2015. More 
troublingly, US college graduates this year are 
leaving school as the most indebted class ever. 
This trend of increasing indebtedness is 
expected to continue 
 

� 89% of US students agreed that without 
student loans, they would not be able to afford 
college and 77% said they are worried that 
they will feel trapped by student loan 
payments after graduation 
 

� In OECD countries, 16% of total educational 
expenditure for all levels of education came 
from private sources in 2009, compared to 
12% in 2000. The private share of education 
expenditure increased from 23% to 30% on 
average at the tertiary level, whereas it 
increased from 7% to 9% at primary, 
secondary and post-secondary non-tertiary 
levels 
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State Education is Failing 

Developed Economies: Increased Spend for Education Has Not Translated to Improved Education 

Developing Economies: State Education Currently Not Meeting Basic Expectations Across Developing World 
% of children who did not complete four school years 
 
 
 
 
Children who reached the expected standard in reading after completing four school years, 2013, % 
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Key Points 
 
� In the US and other developed economies, per 

student spend has been steadily increasing 
over the past 40+ years, despite there being 
little improvement in literacy levels across 
different age groups. This is similar across 
maths competency and other skills, such as 
coding, which has only been formerly 
introduced recently. As a result, students are 
increasingly not prepared for higher education. 
Remediation courses have increased from 
c.30% in 2006 to c.50% in 2012 
 

� Most governments promise to provide 
universal primary education and to promote 
secondary education. Even when public 
schools exist, they often fail: 
─ ½ of children in South Asia and ⅓ of those in 

Africa who complete 4 years of schooling 
cannot read properly 

─ In India, 60% of 6-14-year-olds cannot read 
to the level of a child who has completed 2 
years of schooling 

─ In Africa, the World Bank found teacher-
absenteeism rates of 15-25%. In rural India, 
25% of teachers were absent from school 

─ Sierra Leone had c.20% fake teachers on the 
state payroll 

─ Pakistan discovered that over 8,000 state 
schools did not exist, 17% of the total 

 
• A recent study indicated that a 25-point 

increase in PISA scores, could result in an 
aggregate OECD GDP increase of $115 trillion 
over the lifetime of a generation(1) 
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Developed Economies: Private School & Associated Fees Growing (Using the UK as a Benchmark) 

Developing Economies: Lack of Quality State Education Provision Fuelling Growth of Private Schools Market 

Source: Centre for Economics & Business Research (CEBR), UNESCO, World Bank 

Additional educational costs for a child at A UK day school Trends in prices at UK independent schools, 1990 – 2027  
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Key Points 
 
� The failure of state education in certain areas, 

combined with the shift in emerging 
economies to non-farming jobs, has caused a 
private-school boom. In the developing world, 
there are now over 1 million private schools 
 

� In the UK, the cost of educating children 
privately has quadrupled over the last 25 
years, close to the current average house price 
in the UK. The rise in cost is largely driven by 
the increase in the teacher/pupil ratio (not 
necessarily teacher salaries) and the 
investment into new buildings and equipment 
(with the principal aim of attracting more 
students) 

 
� According to the World Bank, across the 

developing world a fifth of primary-school 
pupils are enrolled in private schools, twice as 
many as 20 years ago. So many private schools 
are unregistered that the real figure is likely to 
be much higher. A census in Lagos found 
12,000 private schools, four times as many as 
registered on government records. Across 
Nigeria 26% of primary-age children were in 
private schools in 2010, up from 18% in 2004. 
In India in 2013, 29% were in private schools, 
up from 19% in 2006. In Liberia and Sierra 
Leone around 60% and 50% respectively of 
secondary-school enrolments are private 

Globalisation Privatisation Digitisation Personalisation Acceleration 
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digiSchool is a pioneer of digital education providing 
an international education platform/directory for 
learning resources aimed at 15 – 25 year olds. 3 
schools have been launched with a device agnostic 
approach aiming to provide the best educational 
content in the world (videos, course notes, exercises, 
MOOCs, apps) for free 
 
The community has over 5 million members, over 1 
million app downloads and over 200 institutional 
partnerships. Founded in France in 2005 

Alternative Schools Have Been Founded to Address the 21st 
Century  

23 
Source: Public company information 

 
 
 
 
 
Launched in the Netherlands in 2013, Steve Jobs 
School adopted a new approach to primary education 
focusing learning around a self-paced and tablet-
based journey of learning and assessment. There are 
no notebooks, blackboards or even formal lesson 
plans: children drop into 30-minute workshops on 
various subjects. Students progress through a 
personalised plan which is updated every 6 weeks 
through consultations with teachers and parents 
 
By 2015, there were 25 schools in the Netherlands  

 
 
 
 
 
Founded in 2010, THINK Global School is an innovative 
high school that offers teenagers a unique 
international experience integrating education, travel 
and technology. Over 3 years, students will immerse 
themselves in 9 countries and complete their official 
IB examinations in the final year 
  
Technology is included both as part of the curriculum, 
and as a medium to deliver education. 
Complementary to the highly immersive learning 
environment to create a blended learning solution 

 
 
 
 
 
Stanford OHS is an independent school for talented 
students in grades 7 – 12. The school was founded in 
2006 and is accredited by WASC and approved as an 
online provider by the University of California 
 
Enrolment options include full-time, part-time and 
single course enrolment. The online instruction 
combines seminar-style and directed-study courses on 
a flexible college-style class schedule. Over 95% of 
instructors hold a Masters Degree or PhD in their 
chosen field 

 
 
 
 
 
Established in 2012, Minerva schools offers a cost-
effective online alternative to college. The school 
provides a liberal arts and sciences education, with 
applications coming from 160+ countries 
 
Students travel and live with other Minerva students 
in residence halls in up to 7 major world cities prior to 
graduation. All classes are face-to-face, interactive 
seminars with fewer than 25 students, facilitated by 
an faculty operating from a live video instructional 
platform 

Other Examples & Initiatives 

SRA POU VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
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Global Internet Device Installed Base Forecast 
(number of devices in use, billion) 

2014 Unique Subscriber & Internet Penetration by Region 
(number of unique subscribers, million; internet penetration, %) 

2014 Unique Subscriber & Mobile Penetration by Region  
(number of unique subscribers, million; mobile penetration, %) 
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Key Points 
 

� Over the past decade, there has been 
significant growth in the use of multiple 
devices. Individuals are choosing from a wide 
array of devices and content channels (e.g. 
Yahoo, Google, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
Netflix, etc.) 
 

� Communities and marketplaces are central to 
digital industries as they provide data feedback 
on effectiveness, brand trust, service filtering 
and provide a channel for consumer 
communication and comment 
 

� North America, Europe and the commonwealth 
states lead in internet and mobile penetration. 
We expect to see substantial growth across 
emerging markets with mobile (particularly 
smartphones) being a game-changer to deliver 
and support learning 
 

� In Africa, smartphones are leapfrogging laptops 
with smartphone ownership (18%) 
outweighing desktop or PC ownership (12%)(1) 

 
� Emerging economy consumers are familiar 

with making m-payments for purchases (given 
the lack of credit cards) where they interact 
with telecom operators. EdTech businesses are 
exploring a variety of business models 
 

� Feature phones have limited scalability due to 
the additional costs required to create content 
applicable across all platforms 
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Content & Video Supporting Mobile’s Boom  
to be Everyone’s Most Used Device 
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2008 – 2015 Time Spent per Adult User per Day with Digital Media, USA(1) 

(Hours per day) 

Growth of Mobile Subscribers & SIM Connections 2013 – 2019 Global Mobile Data Traffic Breakdown 

(PN per month) 

Leaders in Mobile Education 
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Source: eMarketer, GSMA, Cisco VNI Mobile 
1) eMarketer: Other connected devices include OTT and game consoles. Mobile includes smartphone and tablet. Usage includes both home and work. Ages 18+; time spent with each medium includes all time spent with that medium, regardless of multitasking 
2) Global Mobile Media Consumption (InMobi) 
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Key Points 
 

� In the US, over half of digital media time is 
now spent using a mobile device. 
Comparatively, adults in the UK spend more 
time on media devices (including TV) than the 
average time they spend sleeping 
 

� Unique mobile subscriptions reached 3.6bn in 
2014, half of the global population. By 2020, 
the majority of the world’s population (60%) is 
expected to have their own mobile 
subscription 

 
� Mobile subscribers often use more than one 

internet-connected device. At the end of 2014 
multi-SIM ownership averaged 2.0 active SIM 
cards per unique subscriber 
 

� 83% of consumers plan to conduct mobile 
commerce in the next 12 months, a 15% 
increase from 2014(2) 
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In the UK, 81% of Students Use Mobile Devices to Study, 77% of US 
Students Believe Technology Leads to Improved Grades 

26 

Mobile is a must-have: 91% of US students 
communicate with professors using email and 98% 
use e-textbooks / e-readers 

Not having a mobile is a negative: 
55% of US students reported strong 
negative feelings when separated 
from their mobile for 24 hours 

Technology and mobiles are now 
mainstream: 73% of US students 
said they cannot study without 
technology 
 Adaptive learning technologies were the 

most effective in the US: 85% indicating a 
moderate or major improvement in grades 

81% of UK students use mobile 
devices (such as smartphones and 
tablets) to study, the second most 
popular device category behind 
laptops and up 40% year over year 

Confidence is key: US students said technology helps them 
feel better prepared for classes (62%) and have more 
confidence in their knowledge of course material (52%) 

Tech is also saving students time: 48% of US 
students said technology saves them time while 
studying; of this group, 77% indicated technology 
saves them two to five hours per week or more 
 

Technology can lead to better grades: 77% 
of US students said study technology has 
positively impacted their grades 
 

Source: McGraw Hill Education, fatwallet 

Daily time to spent using select mobile 
communication channels on weekdays vs. weekends 
among US smartphone/tablet users, by age, Oct 2014 
minutes Weekdays Weekends 

13-24 25-24 13-24 25-24 

Text/MMS 114 71 115 70 

Social networks 99 84 108 87 

Instant messengers 85 73 95 76 

Voice calls 67 63 73 68 

Video calls 59 54 68 68 

Email 47 53 46 51 
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Key Points 
 

� In the 2012 Undergraduate Technology Survey 
from the Educause Center for Applied 
Research, 49% of students wanted to see an 
increased use of learning management 
systems (LMS), 57% wanted more open 
educational resources (OER), 46% expressed 
interest for more online videos, and 55% were 
looking for more game-based learning 
 

� When technology solution provider CDW-
G surveyed more than 1,000 US high school 
and college students, teachers and IT 
professionals in 2015, they found that in a 
classroom setting: 74% of college students use 
digital content, 55% make use of smart 
phones, and 53% take advantage of recorded 
lectures if offered by the instructor 
 

� Over half of the students surveyed say having 
access to computers and the latest software is 
one of the most important factors when 
choosing an institution – more so than having 
well-qualified and accessible lecturers. About 
half of the students cited increased fees to 
explain their reasoning, and a significant 89% 
of those starting university in 2012 “feel 
entitled to a better university experience” 
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32% 
36% 35% 

42% 
35% 

39% 

yes no yes no high low

Coursera Showing First Steps of Solving Marginal Cost  
and Positive Impacts at Massive Scale 

27 
Source: Coursera, Public company information, Crunchbase 

1) Towards Maturity 

Impact revealed: Learner outcomes on Coursera 
In a first-ever survey of learning outcomes in open online courses, 72% of people reported career benefits and 61% reported educational benefits 

The Career Builders The Education Seekers 

33%* 
Saw tangible 

career benefits 

64% 
gained knowledge 
essential to a field 

of study 38% 
decided on a 
field of study 

38% 
refreshed 

concepts before 
going back to 

school 

17% 
improved 

college 
admissions 

18%* 
received credit or 

waived prerequisites 
for an academic 

program 

52% of learners are looking to advance their careers  28% of learners are looking to further their education 

87% 
of career builders 
reported benefits 

88% 
of education 
seekers reported 
benefits 

Online learners from less educated and less affluent backgrounds are more likely to report benefits 

86% 
91% 

86% 
92% 

86% 
91% 

yes no yes no high low
From developed 

economies 
Has a bachelor’s 
degree or higher 

Socio-economic 
status 

From emerging 
economies 

18%* 
Saw tangible 
educational 

benefits 

Reported tangible career benefit Reported educational benefits 

62% 
better equipped 
for a current job 

43% 
improved candidacy 

for a new job 

3%* 
received 

a promotion 

26%* 
found a 
new job 

3%* 
received a raise 

9%* 
started 

a business 

From developed 
economies 

Has a bachelor’s 
degree or higher 

Socio-economic 
status 
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Key Points 
 

� MOOCs (including Coursera) have attracted 
negative press commentary due to low 
completion rates and the lack of a visible 
sustainable business model. Coursera is now 
starting to release user impact data indicating 
encouraging trends  
 

� Coursera has 16 million learners, offers 1,500 
courses and works alongside 134 partners. 
Monetisation still remains unclear, however, 
one area of success has been certification. 
Coursera made $1m in revenue from 
certification in its first year, $2m in the 
following 3 months (February 14) and $4m in 
the following 2 months (April 14). This 
impressive growth rate could mean Coursera is 
making revenue north of $30m per year 
 

� MOOC job conversion rates are increasing, 
largely driven by demand from employers. 
Over 350 companies cooperate with Coursera 
and Udacity to identify the best student 
candidates for relevant jobs. Companies like 
Google or AT&T are enrolling or sponsoring 
programmes on Udacity offering a solution to 
train individuals and bridge the gap between 
education and employee skills 
 

� Currently 8% of companies worldwide use 
MOOCs, while another 7% are considering 
using MOOCs. It is currently forecast that in 
the next two years this percentage will rise to 
28%(1) 
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EdTech is Becoming Mainstream Following the Digitisation Seen 
in the Music & TV Industries 

28 

Scale of Digitisation 
Low High 

Consumer Business Security Education Healthcare Government 

Education(2) 

“Coursera achieving similar attention to 
the University of Cambridge / Oxbridge, 

establishments that have been built 
over 4 centuries” 

Music 
“Digital Music streaming on course to 

surpass digital downloads” 

TV 
“By 2017, the number of US Digital TV 
users expected to surpass 50% of US 

internet population to 145m viewers” 

Source: IBIS Capital, IFPI, Leichtman Research Group, Public company information, eMarketer, Medianama 
1) IBIS Capital 
2) Google Search Interest Index 
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$1bn

$2bn

$3bn

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Digital Downloads
Digital Streaming

Key Points 
 

� Transition is occurring across almost all 
industries affecting all aspects of daily life from 
digital currencies to connected homes. 
Education is at an early stage of digital 
adoption 
 

� In a number of industries the digital impact is 
already well established. For example, the 
share of global digital spend across the content 
industries has reached 35%(1). In these sectors 
some notable changes have occurred. Digital 
access to content and resources has become 
more important than ownership. In the music 
industry digital streaming sales are on course 
to overtake digital download sales, indicating 
the important shift in business model 
 

� The education sector’s digital spend 
represented 2%(1)of overall education 
expenditure; a market that is over 3x the size 
of the content industry by spend.  
 

� IBIS Capital estimates that the speed of 
digitisation in education will be up to 5x slower 
than has been seen in the media sector, due 
primarily to the increased number of gate 
keepers involved in digital transition decisions: 
teachers, institutions, governing bodies, 
districts and policy makers, to name a few 
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The 3rd Industrial Revolution is Leading to Extreme Automation    
Resulting in a Job Displacement Evolution 

29 

The Distribution of US Occupational Employment and the Risk of Computerisation(1) Key Points 

 
� The Third Industrial Revolution is being driven 

by extreme automation and extreme 
connectivity. Extreme automation will, as a 
first step, expand the range of jobs it is 
possible to automate, to include not only 
highly repetitive low-skill jobs, but also highly 
routine medium-skill jobs 

 
� As employees face job displacement, the 

demand to learn new skills will increase both 
within the workplace and in educational 
establishments. The cost and time 
requirements required to develop new skills 
will result in the need for increasingly flexible 
and lower cost learning methodologies 
 

� Developments in extreme automation and 
extreme connectivity, blended with Artificial 
Intelligence solutions, will have a significant 
impact on the nature of knowledge work. 
Automation will initially affect clerical work, 
sales, customer service, and support functions.  
For example, minor claims in insurance could 
be processed without human intervention, 
most incoming customer queries answered 
automatically 
 

� 50% of the US workforce expected to work 
freelance by 2020(4). Employers will 
consequently be more reluctant to provide 
their own training with the burden falling 
instead on the individual to arrange and pay 
for their training 

50% of current jobs won’t exist in 2025  
In a rapidly evolving economy where skills are changing at 
an accelerated pace, digital models offer new routes for re-
skilling as well as addressing widespread labour shortages(2) 

Source: Oxford University, CBRE, Genesis, Accenture US Census Bureau, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 
1) Computerisation is defined as job automation by means of computer-controlled equipment 
2) CBRE, Genesis 
3) Accenture 

(4) Edelman Berland 

Employment 
(million) 

High-Skilled / Knowledge-based Jobs Grew 2.0x Since 1983 While Other Jobs Grew Just 1.3x 
Non-routine cognitive jobs = high-skilled and requires flexibility, creativity, problem solving 

400 
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0 
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Probability of computerisation 

Management, Business, and Financial 
Computer, Engineering, and Science 
Education, Legal, Community Service, Arts, and Media 
Healthcare Practitioners and Technical 
Service 
Sales and Related 
Office and Administrative Support 
Farming, Fishing, and Forestry 
Construction and Extraction 
Installation, Maintenance, and Repair 
Production 
Transportation and Material Moving 

Medium 
19% employment 

Low 
33% employment 

High 
47% employment 

1.0x

1.2x

1.4x

1.6x

1.8x

2.0x

2.2x
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Indexed to January 1, 1983 

Non-Routine cognitive jobs
All other jobs

Non-routine cognitive jobs vs. all other jobs growth 
USA, 1983-2015 (indexed to Jan 1, 1983) 

2.0x 

1.3x 
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Corporate Training & Human Resources Functions Will Merge  
as a Single Role 
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Corporate Training Focuses on Participation & 
Completion Rather Than Business KPIs 

The Holy Grail in Corporate Training & Human Resourcing 
Lies in Providing Evidence-based Improvements 

Limited evaluation: 51% of organisations do not 
conduct any evaluation on the majority of L&D 
activities, or limit their evaluations to the satisfaction 
of those that take part 
 

Evaluation not contextualised to bigger picture: Just 
7% evaluate the wider impact on the business and/or 
society 
 

L&D at bottom of corporate food chain: 22% feel 
organisations encourage and enable the development 
of the L&D capability  
 

L&D can make a huge difference: Organisations where 
L&D teams align their KPIs with senior management 
are 13 times more likely to report increased revenue 

Trends 
The types of learning technologies available has 
doubled in the last 5 years  
 

42% of leading learning companies worldwide say 
online learning has led to an increase in revenue  
 

By 2016, 98% of organisations are predicted to 
use video as part of their digital learning strategy 
 

74% of people use mobile devices for e-Learning 
 

In 2019, 50% of all classes will be delivered online  
 

In 2015, 50% of organisations globally are 
predicted to use games and complex simulations 
as part of their eLearning 

2006 – 2013 US Corporate Training Spend 
(Average direct expenditure per employee) 

…limited change 

Source: ATD, CIPD, Ambient Insight 
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Key Points 
 

� Corporate learning management software is 
part of the broader human capital 
management market, which also includes 
recruiting, workforce management, 
performance management and compensation 
management software markets. IDC estimates 
that these additional markets were $5.1 billion 
in 2015, and are projected to grow to $6.4 
billion in 2018 
 

� Approximately a third of today’s US hires are 
internal compared to >95% in the 1950s. 
Online talent recruitment will integrate with 
skills recruitment. Lynda.com and LinkedIn 
being an early example of this consolidation 
 

� 37% of global respondents to a recent survey 
of jobseekers conducted by LinkedIn said their 
current job does not fully utilise their skills or 
provide enough challenge 
 

� 75% of organisations worldwide use some 
form of learning technologies, however 
application is limited 
 

� Corporate training remains inefficient with 
50% of L&D content being built from scratch 
and 47% of training hours still delivered in an 
instructor-led classroom 
 

� Increasing automation and connectivity will 
increase the use of learning technologies in the 
workplace with a focus on virtual classrooms, 
immersive technologies, blended AI training, 
social learning, mobile learning, dynamic 
assessment and psychometric testing 
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• The Granny Cloud is a team of e-mediators 
who reach out via Skype to children (K12) in 
Self-Organised Learning Environments (SOLE) 
across the globe 

• SOLEs can exist anywhere there is a computer 
and internet connection 

• within a SOLE, an educator aims to harness the 
power of smaller groups through a social 
learning approach to education 
 

• Steve Jobs School provides an environment 
with innovative educational methods; there 
are no blackboards nor formal lesson plans. 
Children just drop into 30-minute workshops 
on various subjects 

• 45% of learning takes place on an iPad which 
combines compulsory primary school material 
with adaptive programmes where students 
follow their own learning path  
 

Who is Addressing the Skills Gap Challenge? 

31 

• HackerRank gives companies a platform to 
create tests, or challenges, for specific roles 

• The challenges and contests that HackerRank 
provides gives these candidates an 
opportunity to show their skills without having 
a degree from a prestigious University 

• Aims to give recruiters increased flexibility in 
how they build their tests 
 
 

• General Assembly (GA) operates a network of 
campuses for individuals focusing on 
technology, business, and design 

• GA’s hiring platform allow graduates to 
connect with companies/individuals, creating 
a pathway to the workplace 

• GA seeking to develop new forms of 
credentials and assessment linked to employer 
needs 
 
 

• A company offering thousands of video 
courses in software, creative, and business 
skills offering a multitude of practical 
vocational skills that fill the gaps of an 
academic course 

• Through a subscription to Lynda.com’s service, 
individuals and organizations have access to a 
comprehensive collection of top quality 
courses taught by industry experts 

 

• Pluralsight publishes online training courses 
for software developers, information 
technology specialists, and creative artists. The 
company offers instant access to more than 
4,000 courses taught by top experts 

• Pluralsight serves as a career catalyst, 
delivering hands-on, practical training for the 
most in-demand and understaffed jobs  
 
 

Challenges Trends 

NEXT 

NEAR 

NOW 

� Increasing use of blended 
learning 

� Continuous learning reward and 
record capture 

� Open and premium resources 
� Corporate-sponsored courses 

� Hackathon recruitment 
� Dynamic aptitude, psychometric 

and job entry tests 
� Mentorship and community 

learning 
� Rewards for learning 
� Work experience  

� Increasing cross-institution 
collaboration 

� Redesigning learning spaces 
� Rewards for teaching 
� Improving Digital Literacy 

Re-train the Workforce 
 

� Current skill gaps in 
the workforce 

� Time and cost of face-
to-face training 

� Lack of data or 
certificates that 
evidence productivity 
improvements 

Boot Camp the Skill Gap 
 

� Limited alternatives 
to higher education 

� Funding and time 
constraints 

� Homogeneous job 
applicants 

� Standard aptitude 
tests 

Educate the Trillennials 
 

� Disruption of 
traditional school 
factory model 

� Lack of evidenced-
based trust that 
digital tools improve 
learning outcomes 

� An accelerated 
evolution of skills 

Other Examples 

Other Examples 

Other Examples 

Companies 

Source: IBIS Capital, Public company information 
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A New Worker Mentality is Emerging as Employers Struggle  
to Meet Worker Expectations 

32 

Pricing Education Choices For Employment in UK 

Millenials are Largest Cohort of “On-demand” Workers 
(US on-demand worker age distribution in 2014) 

25% of “On-Demand” Workers Use Multiple Platforms 
(% of US “On-demand” workers who use multiple platforms in 2014) 

£25,000 

£10,000 
£7,000 

£600 

£30,000 

£20,000 

£8,000 

£700 

3 year
undergraduate

degree
3 year accounting

qualifcation
12 week tech

developer course
3 year Lynda.com

subscription

Employability 

Factory model Mini-entrepreneur 

Source: IBIS Capital, Forbes, Current Population Survey, MBO Partners and Emergent Research, Elance-oDesk, Millennial Branding 
1) IBIS Capital 
2) Elance-oDesk 

Percent of Teenagers Who are Employed 
(%, US employment in July each month) 
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(21-33)
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Matures
(68+)

25% 

Worked on one platform

Worked on multiple platforms

1.2 million workers 
(44% of workforce) 
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Key Points 
 

� A “new generation” of university leavers seek 
to become “mini entrepreneurs”, many of 
whom have opted out of getting full-time jobs  
 

� Furthermore, 57% of Millennials consider the 
concept of long-term corporate loyalty to be 
dead. Instead, c.5.6 million US young workers 
are choosing to freelance with multiple 
organisations(2) 

 
� Freelancing and self-employment are on the 

rise. Meanwhile, 60% of US Millennials are 
leaving their companies within three years. 
With 87% of US companies reporting a cost of 
between $15,000 and $25,000 to replace each 
lost Millennial employee, industries need to 
start paying attention to structural changes  
 

� A recent Millennial Branding report found 45% 
of Millennials will choose workplace flexibility 
over pay 
 

� The trend is for the emergence of “hybrid 
workforces”, where hiring managers oversee a 
core permanent employee base working 
alongside independent freelancers 
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The Freelance Economy to Represent 50% of the US 
Workforce by 2020 

33 

Key Points 
 

� 53 million Americans who are freelancing 
contribute over $700 billion to US GDP helping 
US businesses compete and find the skills that 
they need 
 

� 2 times as many freelancers have seen an 
increase in demand in the past year as have 
seen a decrease (32% increase, versus 15% 
decrease) 
 

� 69% of freelancers said technology had made 
it easier to find freelance work. 65% of 
freelancers said freelancing as a career path is 
more respected today than it was 3 years ago 
 

� The potential for earnings is helping to drive 
freelancing’s growth — 80% of non-freelancers 
surveyed said they would be willing to do 
additional work outside of their primary job if 
it was available and enabled them to make 
more money 
 

� 3 times more freelancers expect their hours to 
increase in the next year as compared to those 
expecting a decrease (38% expect to increase 
hours, versus 12% expect to decrease) 
 

� 38% of Millennials are freelancing and are 
most optimistic about the future of the 
freelance job market, with 82% saying that the 
best days are ahead 

Independent 
Contractors  

�40% of freelancers / 
21m professionals  
�These “traditional” 

freelancers don't 
have an employer 
and instead do 
freelance, 
temporary or 
supplemental work 
on a project-to-
project basis 

Moonlighters 

�27% of freelancers / 
14m professionals  
�Professionals with a 

primary, traditional 
job who also 
moonlight doing 
freelance work 

Diversified Workers 

�18% of freelancers/ 
9m professionals 
� People with 

multiple sources of 
income from a mix 
of traditional 
employers and 
freelance work 

Temporary Workers 

�10% of freelancers/ 
5m professionals  
� Individuals with a 

single employer, 
client, job or 
contract project 
where their status is 
temporary 

Freelance Business 
Owners 

�5% of freelancers / 
2m professionals  
�Business owners 

with between one 
and five employees 
who consider 
themselves both a 
freelancer and a 
business owner 

Independent 
Contractors  

�91% of Americans 
have mobile phones  
�Mobile connectivity 

increases worker 
flexibility allowing 
engagement 
“anywhere, 
anytime” 

“Follow the money” 

�US freelancers 
generated $1.2tn in 
total income in 
2013, up 20% from 
2012 
 

More Control 

�Working 
independently 
provides more 
control over time 
management and 
allows increased 
personal choice 

Branding Individuals 

�The increasing move 
to a freelance 
economy has 
generated a need to 
promote the 
individual as a 
“brand” with social 
media providing the 
platform 

The Internet & 
Marketplaces 

�Traditional hiring 
through human 
resource 
departments is 
waning 
�Digital recruitment 

channels cheaper 
and more effective 
to scout and hire  

The US Freelance 
Economy 

Source: Forbes, The Freelancer’s Union, Pew Internet Project, MBO Partners, Elance-oDesk, Edelman 
1) IBIS Capital 
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Incremental impact of online talent platforms 

Model 
company 

Revenues 
($ billion) 

Employees Output increase 
% 

Cost reduction 
% 

Profit impact 
Basis points 

Professional 
services 2.5 5,000 

Technology 11.1 10,000 

Hospital 0.5 2,000 

Retail 2.8 15,000 

Manufacturing 2.4 10,000 

Bank 31.7 100,000 

Online Talent Platforms Could Deliver $2.7 Trillion 
Growth to the Global Economy by 2025 

34 

Key Points 
 

� Online talent platforms have the potential to 
add $2.7 trillion, which is the equivalent to the 
UK GDP, while increasing global employment 
with 72 million full-time-equivalent positions 
by 2025, according to the McKinsey Global 
Institute. This will be the result of higher 
participation, reduced unemployment and 
higher productivity 

 
� 30-45% of the global working-age population is 

currently unemployed or inactive or works 
only part-time. Unemployment and inactivity is 
the highest in South Africa, at 58%, followed 
by India (47%) and the US (32%) 
 

� In a survey questioning US freelancers: 
─ 69% say social networking has drastically 

changed dynamics of networking 
─ 65% say the internet makes it easier to find 

work 
─ 42% of freelancers have done online 

freelance project 
─ 31% can find work online in less than 24 

hours 
 
� A wide range of tools exist today, these 

include: 
─ Talent matching technology 
─ Applicant-tracking sites 
─ Job posting and data aggregation 
─ Talent management and social media 
 

Source: McKinsey Global Institute 
1) Includes increasing participation among people who currently do not work and increasing hours among part-time workers 
2) Full-time equivalents 
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Total impact, 2025 Higher
participation(1)

Reduced
unemployment

Higher productivity

Online talent platforms have the potential to increase global GDP by $2.7 trillion and employment by 72 million 
full-time equivalents by 2025 
($ billion, GDP contribution) 

GDP increase 1.9% 0.8% 0.6% 0.5% 

Additions to the 
workforce 
Million FTE(2) 

72 47 25 

Online talent platforms can increase output by up to 9% and reduce costs globally by up to 7% 
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Breakdown of Sub-Sector Maturity  
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Sector Launch Sector Growth for Scale Sector Consolidation Sector Equilibrium 

Sector 
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Expected 
Deal 

Activity 

- VC investment (high risk, 
high return) 

- Some small strategic M&A 

- Major M&A 
- Cost synergy focus 
- Partnership or 

divestitures 

- Growth equity investment 
- Higher volume, mid-

market strategic M&A 

- Leveraged buyouts 
(medium risk, medium 
return) 

- Low volume, larger scale 
strategic M&A  

Content Publishers 

Learning Management Systems 

Gamification e-Portfolios 

Mobile Learning Casual / Social Learning 

Virtual Environments 

Complex Skill Training 

Student Recruitment CRM 

Rich Media Content 

Digital Language Learning 

Social Media Digital Schools Talent Management 

Lead Generation Portals 

Parent Platforms 

Dynamic Learning Records 

Internet of Things Connected Toys Artificial Intelligence 

Education as a Service Augmented Reality 

Data Security 

Digital Accreditation 

Digital Literacy 

Milestone Credentialing 

HR Platforms 

MOOCs 

Adaptive Learning 

Digital Tutoring 

e-Textbook Lecture Capture & Retrieval Tools Curation and Content Accessibility Tools 

Employee Engagement 

Teacher CPD 

Assessment Marketplaces 

Research Access Platforms 

Test Prep 

BYOD 

Vocational Learning Platforms 

Language Learning Groups 

Vocational Centres 

School Groups 

Education Pathways 

Psychometric Assessment 

Source: IBIS Capital 
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Global M&A Activity : Still Mostly in North America 
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Global Education M&A 2010 – 2015(1) 

($m) 

Global EdTech M&A 2010 – 2015(1) 

($m) 

Global Education M&A 2010 – 2015 
Geographic Breakdown 

Global Education M&A 2010 – 2015 
Segment Breakdown 

Pre-K12 
9% 

K12 
29% 

Higher 
Education 

23% 

Vocational 
Education  

19% 

Language 
Training 

4% 

Corporate 
Training 

16% 

Asia / 
Pacific 
13% 

Latin 
America 

and 
Caribbean 

13% 

United 
States and 

Canada 
52% 

Europe 
20% 

Africa / 
Middle East 

2% 

Source: Capital IQ as at 15 January 2016, IBIS Capital 
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$1,482 
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$3,144 
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 28   27   23  
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1) Includes transactions where deal values are available and greater than $10m between 01/01/10 – 01/01/16  
2) In 2011, there were 2 deals of significance in the EdTech space with a value greater than $750m (targets: SunGuard and Blackboard) 
3) In 2012, there were 2 deals of significance in the EdTech space with a value greater than $750m (targets: Taleo and Kenexa) 

4) In 2014, there were 4 deals of significance in the EdTech space with a value greater than $750m (targets: 
Renaissance, SkillSoft, iParadigms, Royall & Company)  

Key Points 
 
� Global M&A in education has remained active 

but with no major trends emerging. Deal 
values impacted with the change in ownership 
of market leaders such as McGraw-Hill and 
Skillsoft. With the exception of Lynda.com or 
2U, the M&A markets have yet to show the 
arrival of challenger companies of scale. Ones 
to watch in this category are Pluralsight and 
TutorGroup 
 

� EdTech in Europe has been largely under-
funded with investors finding that there are 
limited assets of scale available for investment 
or acquisition. Between 2010 and 2015: 
─ only 26 Education M&A targets with EVs 

greater than $100m were located in 
Europe, of which 13 are classified as 
Education Technology players 

─ 58% of European strategic deals involved 
domestic acquirers, compared with 79% in 
the US and 84% in Asia 

 
� Notable European transactions include: 

─ 3P Learning’s significant minority 
investment into Learnosity 

─ Career Partner’s acquisition by Apollo 
Group 

─ Promethean World’s acquisition by 
NetDragon 

─ CTC Aviation Group’s acquisition by L-3 
Communication 

─ Crossknowledge’s acquisition by Jon Wiley 
─ TES Global buyout by TPG Capital  
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Factors Driving Premium Valuations in the Stock Markets : 
Size and Exposure to Growth Markets 
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Valuation Comparison: EdTech 
(2010 – 2015(1), EV/Revenue) 

Valuation Comparison: Geography 
(2010 – 2015(1), EV/EBITDA) 

Valuation Comparison: Scale 
(2010 – 2015(1), EV/EBITDA) 

Valuation Comparison: Segment 
(2010 – 2015(1), EV/EBITDA) 

Key Points 
 

� Technology-based companies, or businesses 
that have technology/digital as a key part of 
their strategic plan have consistently 
commanded a premium valuation. The 
premium appears to be growing as we move 
into 2016 
 

� As highlighted earlier in this report, the 
emerging markets offer significant growth 
opportunities across all segments of education 
and training sectors. Investors interest in these 
markets is driving up valuations 
 

� The education and training sector has a range 
of barriers to entry which is reflected in the 
premium valuations accorded to businesses of 
scale. Barriers arise from the structure of the 
industry such as fragmented sales channels, 
complex stakeholder interests, limited visibility 
on ROI, issues with brand/trust awareness and 
competing supply from non-for-profit sector 
 

� Valuations across segments are affected by 
specific factors impacting particular verticals, 
for example: 
─ the internationalisation and privatisation of 

education is impacting both higher 
education and the K-12 market  

─ demand for vocational training is being 
driven by labour shortages, employment 
competition and the evolution of skillsets, 
largely technology-based 

 

Source: Capital IQ as at 15 January 2016, IBIS Capital 
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Date Target Acquirer EV EV/Sales EV/EBITDA Description Segment Tech? 

Jan-16 Longwen Education  Dongguan Kingsun $270m - - Education tutoring and publishing K12 9 

Dec-15 Treehouse Education Zee Learn $145m 4.2x 7.6x Pre-school education provider Pre-K12 8 

Dec-15 Grupo Ibmec Educacional DeVry Educacional do Brasil $179m - - Education institution for business administration HE 8 

Oct-15 SmartPros Kaplan   $13m 0.9x 11.0x Learning and educational solutions for professional services Vocational 9 

Oct-15 Lorange Institute of Business China Europe International 
(CEIBS)   $17m  - - Private business school delivering postgraduate, corporate and 

lifelong learning courses HE 8 

Oct-15 Visant Holding Jarden Corp    $45m  - - Marketing and publishing services for education sector HE 8 

Oct-15 Wizlearn Technologies V-cube Global Services    $14m  1.7x - Internet-based eLearning comprising custom content and an LMS Corporate 9 

Sep-15 Talentum Alma Media $72m 0.9x 11.5x Publishing media and literature for professionals Vocational 9 

Sep-15 Zhi Bo Hong Yuan Education Guangdong Qtone Education $165m  - - Online teacher CPD for primary and secondary school teachers Vocational 9 

Sep-15 Interworld Technology Beijing Philisense Technology  $63m  - - Designs, develops, and operates platforms for online education HE 9 

Sep-15 Learning Objects Cengage Learning - - - Competency-based learning technology HE 9 

Sep-15 Windhoek Gymnasium Curro Holdings      $13m  - - Private school for boys and girls  K12 8 

Sep-15 Learnosity 3P Learning $84m - - Assessment solutions for students K12 9 

Sep-15 Samsung SDS Credu Corporation $63m - - Web and word education content K12 9 

Jul-15 Blikbook Civitas Learning - - - Online course engagement and content discovery platform HE 9 

Jul-15 Shenzhen Sontahitec Hunan Kaimeite Gases $32m - - Develops online education industry software Vocational 9 

Jul-15 Financial Research Wilmington $21m 2.0x - Business information, networking and training event manager Vocational 8 

Jul-15 Affinity Education Group G8 Education $104m 0.9x 6.4x Education/care services to children aged 12 and below Pre-K12 8 

Jun-15 QS Quacquarelli Symonds Mitsui & Co - 2.1x 11.8x Higher education and careers information and solutions HE 9 

Jun-15 Dong-A Publishing Hansae Yes24 $24m - - Operates educational printing and publishing activities K12 8 

Jun-15 Promethean World Best Assistant Education $141m 0.8x n/m Learning technology solutions K12 8 

Jun-15 Namu Business Academy The Willbes $13m 0.7x - Tax and accounting education services Vocational 8 

Jun-15 Shenzhou Xiangsheng Beijing Ultrapower $48m - - Develops vocational education experiment and training systems Vocational 9 

Jun-15 Gakidaisyo Sato Sogo Kikaku $12m 2.2x - Operates a day-care and childcare centre Pre-K12 8 

May-15 Technopreneurs Seratosa $36m 0.3x - Application building system platform for students Vocational 9 

Source: Capital IQ as at 15 January 2016, IBIS Capital 
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Date Target Acquirer EV EV/Sales EV/EBITDA Description Segment Tech? 

Dec-15 Beijing Huatu Hongyang Fortune Venture Capital $1,355m - - Instructor-led training and online education HE 9 

Oct-15 Swiss Education Group Ltd. Private Group of Investors $386m  - - Network of hospitality institutions that provide vocational learning Vocational 8 

Oct-15 Grupo Uniasselvi Carlyle and others $285m - - A university that provides distance learning to 75,000 students HE 8 

Oct-15 Career Partner Apollo Global $119m  - - Online/offline full-service corporate and degree provider HE 9 

Aug-15 Affinity Education Anchorage CP $165m 1.4x 10.6x Education/care services to children aged 12 and below Pre-K12 8 

Jul-15 Reward Gateway Great Hill Partners $218m - - Employee engagement technology for blue chip companies Corporate 9 

Jun-15 Tarena International KKR  $387m 2.8x 17.5x IT professional education through part-time and full-time classes Vocational 8 

Jun-15 AcadeMedia Hemfosa Fastigheter $35m - - 13 pre-schools Pre-K12 8 

Jun-15 PowerSchool Vista Equity Partners $350m - - Browser-based, cross-platform school management system K12 9 

Apr-15 Xueda Education Group Xiamen Insight Investment $343m 0.3x n/m Private personalised tutoring for lower K12 school students K12 8 

Mar-15 Nobel Learning Communities Investcorp $405m - - Owner and operator of Pre-K12 and K12 schools K12 8 

Feb-15 Saba Software Vector Capital $270m - - Cloud-based intelligent talent management  Corporate 9 

Feb-15 Abril Educação S.A. Tarpon Investimentos $240m 2.9x 12.1x Education publisher for basic education and pre-college admission K12 8 

Dec-14 Mintra Trainingportal The Riverside Company - - - Training services for maritime and oil and gas industries Vocational 9 

Dec-14 Sociedade Técnica da Lapa Apollo Global $29m - - Provider of Higher Education distance learning programmes HE 9 

Oct-14 The Learning Lab Advent International $235m - - Academic and tutorial services for students K12 8 

Sep-14 GAEC Educação Peninsula Fundo $60m 3.9x 23.6x Operates as a private Higher Education organisation HE 8 

Jun-14 Abril Educação Tarpon Investimentos $1,611m 3.2x 11.5x Education publisher for basic education and pre-college admission K12 8 

Jun-14 iParadigms Insight Venture Partners; GIC $752m - - Cloud-based verification and evaluation for education HE 9 

May-14 Milpark Education Apollo Global $31m - - Provider of certified Higher Education programmes HE 8 

May-14 Teaching Personnel Ltd. Intermediate Capital Group $506m - 11.5x Teacher recruitment agency K12 8 

Apr-14 MIS Training Institute Boathouse Capital $15m - - Audit and information security training services Corporate 9 

Mar-14 SkillSoft Charterhouse CP $2,325m - 13.6x On-demand training and e-learning solutions Vocational 9 

Mar-14 Renaissance Learning Hellman & Friedman; Google $1,100m - 11.0x Assessment technology and school improvement programmes K12 9 

Dec-13 Noah Education Consortium $42m 0.6x 2.8x Private education services Pre-K12 8 

Dec-13 Open Colleges Apollo Global $145m - - Open learning, distance education, and training services HE 9 

Dec-13 Help International Southern Capital Group $111m 2.6x 11.8x Tertiary and admission training programmes HE 8 

Selective Education & Training M&A Summary 
Financial Acquisitions 

 

40 
Source: Capital IQ as at 15 January 2016, IBIS Capital 
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Global Education Fundraising Activity : EdTech on the Rise 
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Source: IBIS Capital estimates, GSV education report, Ambient Insight Research 

Global Education Fundraising 2010 – 2015(1) 

($m) 

Global EdTech Fundraising 2010 – 2015(1) 

($m) 

Global Education Fundraising 2010 – 2015 
Geographic Breakdown 

Global Education Fundraising 2010 – 2015 
Segment Breakdown 

Key Points 
 

� Global fundraising in education has been 
growing over the last 5 years with an 
acceleration particularly in the EdTech space. 
Players such as the Minerva Project, 
Pluralsight, Teachers Pay Teachers in the US 
and 17zuoye in Asia have raised significant 
capital in the private markets  
 

� Growing Chinese investment in the EdTech 
space and combined with steady growth in the 
US market has pushed fundraising deal values 
in FY2015.  
 

� Education by market segment saw a shift in 
focus towards language learning, with an 87% 
increase in fundraising by value 
 

� By contrast, vocational learning, whilst one of 
the dominant segments across education over 
the last 5 years, saw a 21% decrease in total 
fundraising by value  

 
� Europe’s educational fundraising lags its M&A 

activity indicating hesitation amongst financial 
investors to engage fully with the sector 
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Date Target Investor EV EV/Sales Post M Val Description Segment Tech? 

Jan-16 Evancia BNP Paribas  $32m - - Pre-K12 childcare facilities operator Pre-K12 8 

Nov-15 TutorGroup Temasek $200m - $1,000m Online education and English Language platform Vocational 9 

Nov-15 Udacity Bertelsmann $105m - $1,000m Online Artificial Intelligence course platform HE 9 

Nov-15 HotChalk Bertelsmann $230m - - Develops online education software for institutions HE 9 

Oct-15 Shanghai Xin Nanyang 3P Learning $84m - - Assessment solutions for students HE 9 

Oct-15 Shanghai Hujia Cultural China Minsheng Investment $157m - - Web and word education content K12 9 

Oct-15 Beijing Hejun E-Learning Civitas Learning - - - Online course engagement and content discovery platform HE 9 

Oct-15 Society of Grownups, Massachusetts Mutual Life $100m - - Develops online education industry software Vocational 9 

Sep-15 QuTech Intel Capital $50m - - Business information, networking and training event manager Vocational 8 

Aug-15 Coursera New Enterprise Associates $63m - - Online course engagement platform HE 9 

Jul-15 Shenzhen Kingsun Science - $145m - - Develops online student teaching software K12 9 

Jun-15 Udemy Stripes Group $65m - - Online web and tech course engagement platform Vocational 9 

Apr-15 AltSchool Andreessen Horowitz $100m - - Personalised education systems K12 8 

Mar-15 Genshuixue Banyan Capital $50m - $250m Online course engagement and content discovery platform Vocational 9 

Mar-15 ape Exam CMC Capital Partners $60m - $360m Digital test preparation platform K12 9 

Feb-15 Vox Learning Technology DST Global $100m - $600m Online mobile language learning platform K12 9 

Jan-15 Lynda.com TPG Capital $186m - $1,000m Online web and tech course engagement platform Vocational 9 

Jan-15 Best Assistant Education Accel Partners $53m - $478m Develops a gamified education system K12 9 

Dec-14 Shanghai Hujia Baidu $100m - $800m Web-based digital language learning platform Vocational 9 

Nov-14 Sympoz (Craftsy) Stripes Group $51m - - Online interactive learning platform Vocational 9 

Oct-14 51Talk Sequoia Capital $55m - - Online video English tutoring website Vocational 9 

Oct-14 Minerva Project TAL Education Group $79m - - Undergraduate course provider HE 8 

Sep-14 Ding Xiang Yuan Tencent $70m - - Online course engagement and recruitment platform Vocational 9 

Aug-14 Manipal Global Education PremjiInvest $146m - - Higher education distance learning platform HE 9 

Aug-14 Pluralsight Insight Venture Partners $135m - - Online course engagement platform Vocational 9 

Aug-14 Desire2Learn Aurion Capital Management $85m - - Online teaching and learning platform HE 9 

May-14 Teacher Synergy Spectrum Equity $64m - - Online marketplace for teacher-created material K12 9 
Source: Capital IQ as at 15 January 2016, IBIS Capital 
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Asia Is The Next Growth Frontier For EdTech 

47 

The total population of 
Asia is  

 

4.4 billion 
 

(60%+ of the world’s 
population) 

There are 600 million K12 
student enrolments in 

Asia  
 

10x > US 
  

(96% of K12 students in 
the world are outside of 

the US)  

More English language 
learners than the English-

speaking American 
population 

>400 million  
 

English language learners 
in China alone 

Asia presents the largest market for education and training. The 
region is the host to massive populations, increasing middle class 
income, increasing spend on education, wide diversity of levels of 

economic and skill development, greater barriers to physical 
distribution, government driven programmes and a high propensity 

to use technology in daily life. This has driven investment in the 
sector to greater levels than those observed in the US 

2 out of the 
top 5 

 

highest country spends  
on education globally are 

from Asia (China and 
Japan) 

There are over  
 

6,000  
(2.0x that of Europe) 

 

eLearning companies in 
China alone (in 2013, 

over 1,000 new online 
education companies 

were opened) 

By 2020, Chinese families 
are projected to spend 

 

>6.0x more 
 

on education (spending 
grew 13.0x between 

1985 to 2012) 

Massive eLearning user 
base with over 

 

150 million  
 

eLearning users in China 
at any one time. This is 

around 50% of the 
American population 

Large revenue 
opportunities for 

eLearning suppliers with 
 

only c.11%  
 

of the population in 
China currently accessing 

eLearning 

By 2020, China’s college-
educated talent pool is 

expected to number  
 

195 million 
 

more than the entire US 
labour force that year 

South East Asia is a 
mobile-first market with 
penetration expected to 

grow 5.0x between 
2013 and 2019, and 

mobile data consumption 
is expected to grow  

> 8.0x 

Source: IBIS Capital, OECD, UNSECO, Xueda Education, Xinhua, Bloomberg, BANC business research 
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Education Spend in Asia is Increasing and  
Parents are Hyper Competitive 
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Key Points 
 

� 58% of parents globally consider education as 
the best investment they can make for their 
children. In Asia, this belief is most strongly 
held by parents: in mainland China (77%), 
Indonesia (75%) and India (70%) 
 

� In Asia, 90% parents want their children to go 
to university and 61% want them to go on to 
study at a postgraduate level. Parents in 
Malaysia (91%), India (83%) and mainland 
China (74%) are among the highest 
proportions of those who hope their children 
will take postgraduate studies. 78% would 
consider sending their children abroad for 
university, especially Indonesia 92%, Malaysia 
88% and Hong Kong 86% 
 

� Countries such as South Korea and China are 
experiencing "education fever" as families 
devote significant personal resources investing 
in furthering their children’s education 
 

� A Euromonitor survey found that per capita 
annual disposable income in China rose by 
63.3% in the five years to 2012, yet consumer 
expenditure on education rose by almost 94% 
 

� A recent survey by market research company 
Mintel, found that 90% of children from 
middle class families in China attended fee-
charging after-school activities 

Source: HSBC, Hexun.com, China Education and Research Network, People.com.cn, US Department of Labour, US Census Bureau, Economist Intelligence Unit, IDC< ChinaHR.com, Statistics Korea, Xueda.com, Mintel, Euromonitor 
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Exam-Focused Education System Drives Competition & 
Demand for Tutoring Spend 
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Key Points 
 

� One of the major pressures on students is the 
heavy emphasis on high-stakes testing in 
countries across the region. For example, over 
9.5 million Chinese high school seniors take 
the national university entrance exam (known 
as the "Gao Kao") every year. In China and in 
the other exam-culture countries like India and 
South Korea, online cram schools are 
attracting large numbers. These students are 
competing for 6.5 million available places in 
the higher education system and achieving 
high scores in the tests is vitally important to 
students and parents 
 

� Competition for superstar tutors is rife with a 
tutor recently (October 2015) being offered 
$11m in Hong Kong to jump ship to a rival 
teaching house. This forms part of the private 
tutoring industry which is projected to be 
worth $200bn globally by 2020  
 

� In recognition of the strong demand for 
globally recognised education, British private 
schools have been rapidly expanding eastward 
setting up 44 overseas campuses and 
educating almost 25,000 pupils (doubling in 
number since 2012) 
 

� 7 of the 10 top-scoring countries in the most 
recent Pisa tests were from Asia 
 

� Coding has become the new literacy in China 
with every student learning computer 
programming; in the US, less than 5% do 

2009 – 2014E Primary and Secondary Tutoring 
Expenditure (RMB billion) 

Source: IDC, China NBS, China Ministry of Education, Goldman Sachs, Deutsch Bank, Global Industry Analysts, Independent Schools Council, Code.org 

“Middle school 
entrance exam” 

“High school 
entrance exam” 

“College 
entrance exam” 

2015E-2020E Education Projections for K12 After School 
Tutoring Spend in China (US$ billions) 

China Education Enrolment and Admission Exams 
(% Enrolment rates) 

Market Share of Tutoring Companies in China 
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Many Asian Markets are Mobile-First 
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Key Points 
 

� Asia-pacific dominates the global mobile 
industry, accounting for half of the world’s 
unique subscribers and connections. This 
dominance is expected to extend further with 
600 million new subscribers by 2020 
 

� With respect to gaming/adaptive learning 
products, Asia occupies 64% of the global 
games market by revenue expanding at a 37% 
CAGR between 2012-2017, versus 16% in the 
US 
 

� The global simulation-based learning market or 
“serious play” games is expected to reach $6.6 
billion in revenue by 2017, with Asia projected 
to account for approximately 27%, up from 
just 15% in 2012 
 

� Asia is a mobile first economy: 
─ unique mobile subscribers in Asia have 

overtaken internet users 
─ Asia is host to the highest percentage of 

mobile payment users in the world 
─ in China, 80% of internet users access via 

the mobile/tablet 
─ in Philippines and Indonesia, 95 percent of 

students said that they bring their own 
devices to complete school tasks in the 
classroom 
 

� Example telecom operators with an interest in 
mobile learning include China Mobile, Huawei, 
Samsung, SK Telecom, YTL Communications 
and China Telecom 
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Education Investment Expected to Yield Different 
Skill Mixes and “Worker Bulges” Across Asia  

51 
Source: IIASA, Wittgenstein Centre, Pew Study, OECD, bizjournals 

1) The projections are based on the multi-dimensional generalisation of the so-called cohort-component projection model which projects populations along cohorts and requires assumptions on future fertility, mortality, migration, and education trends. An 
important prerequisite for suggesting the addition of educational attainment as a third demographic dimension is the assumption that the effects of education on demographic behaviour and outcomes are not spurious associations 

2) The Global Education Trend scenario is moderately optimistic, and can be considered as the most likely. It assumes that the country will follow the average path of school expansion that other countries already further advanced in this process have experienced 

Key Points 
 

� Education attainment is expected to drastically 
improve across all regions in Asia through to 
2060 
 

� China’s higher education push needs to be met 
with increased skilled jobs to avoid labour 
market imbalances. Producing ever-larger 
numbers of college graduates may meet 
government educational targets while missing 
the market’s need for workers with varying 
skills 
 

� Many of the leading independent education 
providers do not have presence outside major 
cities. Online learning in parts of emerging Asia 
can represents the only viable method to 
overcome geographic access and cost 
constraints 
 

� The Asian markets, comprising 48 countries, 
are fragmented: different levels of economic 
development, growth rates, cultures, tax 
regimes and product preferences create major 
complexity. Markets also vary in their 
regulatory regimes, making market 
penetration across multiple countries complex. 
Asia also leads the world in religious diversity 
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Over Half of the World’s Next Generation Workforce 
will Come from Asia 

52 
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Key Points 
 

� According to a Stanford Centre on Longevity 
forecast, working age (16-64) populations in 
Asia will expand rapidly through to 2050 with 
the most profound "worker bulges" occurring 
in countries of South Asia--specifically India, 
Pakistan and Bangladesh 

 
� Despite having large population numbers, the 

short-medium term view is that Asia will 
encounter significant labour mismatches. 
Zhiwei Zhang, chief economist for China at 
Nomura International in Hong Kong said: 
“There is this labour market mismatch 
problem. So down the road, you’ll just 
probably have to have more college workers 
cooking hamburgers than working in office 
buildings” 
 

� Companies such as Tarena International or 
EduMe address pain points across labour 
mismatch and unreliable certification. Other 
professional education example companies 
include Victory China (metallurgy sector) and 
Tip Top Education (finance sector) 
 

� It is estimated that to fuel growth, India will 
require a further 300 million more people of 
working age in the coming decades. However 
the current infrastructure cannot meet the 
supply requirements without massive 
investment. The cost effective alternative is 
likely to be through technological solutions 
and mobile delivery 
 
 
 

The Population Pyramid for Asia: 1990 vs. 2010 vs. 2020 
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204 million 25-34 year 
olds will have a tertiary 
education in the world 
by 2020 

5.0x 
By 2020, 50% of the 

world‘s 18-22 year olds 
will be from four Asian 

countries 

Women              Men 
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Despite Expectant Working Populations,  
Labour Supply Still Has Gaps 

53 
Source: UNESCO 

1) Primary completion rate, or gross intake ratio to the last grade of primary education, is the number of new entrants (enrolments minus repeaters) in the last grade of primary 
education, regardless of age, divided by the population at the entrance age for the last grade of primary education 

2) Calculated using 2012 average GER of Europe and North America 

Labour supply vs. demand in the Asia-Pacific region 
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Key Points 
 

� Pressure on Asian governments to create jobs 
is immense, creating opportunities for 
education-to-work and skills-based platforms 
 

� Recently in India, the Indian state of Uttar 
Pradesh advertised 368 government jobs and 
received 2.3 million applications. 1m Indians 
enter the workforce each month, 5x the 
number in the US looking for employment 
 

� According to India's National Skill 
Development Mission, only 4.7% of India's 
workforce has undergone any formal skill 
training. Compare that with: the US (52%), the 
UK (68%), Germany (75%), Japan (80%) or 
South Korea (95%) 
 

� As at the end of 2013, China recorded a total 
of 112,300 education & training institutions 
but few of them had annual revenue greater 
than $100 million. Interestingly, the number of 
institutions has fallen 51% from 2003  
 

� In India, corporates are increasing their spend 
on employee entrance exams and 
psychometric testing in order to filter high 
quality applicants. Aspiring Minds is a company 
that is ramping up this service partnership with 
the likes of EdX, LinkedIn and Monster.com 
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Chinese English Language Markets Comprises over 400 
Million Users 

54 

Key Points 
 

� Global language platforms, especially English, 
form a significant portion of the $247 billion 
global language market which is led by Asian 
students (over 400 million English learners in 
China alone) 
 

� The English language training market in China 
is expected to grow at a CAGR of 18.75% over 
the period 2014-2019 

 
� There are over 100,000 native English speakers 

teaching in China. However due to the high 
level of demand, EdTech English language 
solutions will play an increasing role in the 
region 

  
� The English language training market in China, 

which is mainly represented by the private 
institutes, comprises more than 50,000 English 
language schools, with 20,000 being 
registered. Key players include Disney English, 
EF Education First, Global Education and 
Technology Group, New Oriental Education 
and Technology Group, Wall Street English 
(Pearson), ChinaEdu, Rise English, TAL 
Education Group, TutorGroup and Xueda 
Group 

 
 

English Language Training Market in China 
(US$ billions) 

$4.5bn $5.6bn $7.0bn 
$8.7bn 

$10.9bn 
$13.6bn 

$32.1bn 

2009A 2010A 2011A 2012A 2013A 2014E 2019E

In March 2015, Jack Ma gave a speech in Taiwan mentioning one of the secrets to his success:  
Learning English!  

 

Jack Ma is well known for being fluent in English, all of which was self-taught. In his determination 
to learn, he eagerly sought out foreigners to practice speaking with. He even worked as a free tour 

guide for 9 years in order to do this. 

Jack Ma, 
founder of 
Alibaba (the 
Amazon of 
China, market 
cap of >$200bn) 

Source: Public company information, Capital IQ, China Ministry of Education, Infiniti Research 

� Philippine-based Rarejob offers 1-
to-1 English lessons from Filipino 
instructors using Skype 

� In 2014, the business listed on the 
Tokyo Stock Exchange 

� By 2015, the company had taught 
250,000 students, the tutor 
network had grown to over 3,000 
tutors and over 15 million lessons 
had been delivered 

� FY2015 revenue reached $17m 

� L Labs is a Taiwanese EdTech 
company that sells online language 
learning tools across Asia (China, 
Japan, Korea) 

� MyET (My English Tutor) is the 
primary product which focuses on 
strengthening the learners spoken 
command of English 

� The company claims the product is 
now being used by over 1 million 
students and over 500 universities 

� Finland-based Sanako has worked 
with customers in over 100 
countries and has made over 
30,000 classroom installations 
globally 

� Leader in Asia region for bundled 
language lab and software 
products and a reseller of Oxford 
University Press digital content 

� Works with private language 
schools/universities & Pre-K12  
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TutorGroup  
The Next Billion Dollar EdTech Exit 
 

55 

Key Points 
 

� TutorGroup operates a proprietary online 
education platform that dynamically 
recommends the optimal course size, the best 
teacher and the right teaching material. The 
company has created a database of user 
preferences and feedback, gathered from 
millions of classroom sessions over the last 10 
years, coupled with analytical algorithms and 
predictive capabilities to optimise the 
relationship between teacher, student and 
material in real time. 
─ For students, this means recommendations 

on the best course size, learning pace, 
teacher and content, based on their own 
results and the results of their peer group 

─ For teachers, the students provide 
feedback which helps drive teaching 
improvements 

 
� The TutorGroup platform hosts more than 

10,000 hours of course content, all designed 
by teachers and rated by real students which is 
available at any time. The online English 
teaching services can be accessed via Smart 
TV, desktop computers, tablets, laptops, smart 
phones and other smart devices 
 

� If TutorGroup were judged by total enrolment, 
it would rank alongside the University of 
Georgia and Cal-Berkeley and within the top 
50 universities in the US 
 

TutorGroup has become the largest English 
language learning institute in the world: 
� through VIPABC.com and TutorABC.com, 

students have 24/7 access to more than 
3,000 tutors in 32 countries and 60 cities 
around the world. Teachers provide live, 
online teaching services 365 days a year, 
24 hours a day and have the capacity to 
deliver over 8 million two-way interactive 
courses a year 
 

� the business has focused on rapidly 
growing revenue and scale. Through 
multiple investment rounds, TutorGroup 
reached c.$200m revenue in 2015 
growing at a 85% CAGR since 2011 (Gross 
margins estimated at >80%) 
 

� TutorGroup has educated students in 40 
countries and hosted more than 5 million 
classroom sessions. The average student 
spends $4,500 over 3 years (month-over-
month recurring rate = 95%+) 

 

 

Raised  
$15m 

Raised  
$100m 

Raised  
$200m 

Public  
Listing? 

 
 

“We aim to surprise and delight students, no matter where they may be. We want each single 
student to get the same learning experience that a group of 1 million would receive” 

Source: Public company information, Capital IQ 

The English language learning platform for 
mainland China, Asia and beyond 

The English language learning platform for 
mainland China between the ages of 8 and 18 

The English language learning platform 
specifically for Taiwan 

The English language learning platform 
specifically for Taiwan between the ages of 
8 and 18 

The Mandarin language platform for 
students in North and South America 

Product Suite 

April 2012 February 2014 November 2015 2016… 

Investment Timeline 
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Corporate Training Trends across Asia 

Themes Supporting Statistics 

Technology-led 
Learning Increasing 

� Online Learning is the second most popular learning delivery method with 54% usage 
� Online learning is up from 16% in 2012’s survey to 45% 
� Blended learning use has risen dramatically, up from 7% in 2012 to 39% in 2014 
� 47% (28% in 2012) use tablets for online learning vs. 42% who use desktops/laptops 
� 82% of learners prefer to access learning materials on mobile devices (smartphones, tablets 

or laptops) but 56% of organisations in Asia do not have learning available on mobile devices 

Trend Towards More 
Informal Forms of 

Learning 

� 33% of Asian employees initiate their own training 
� The same survey found that 79% of Indian learners are now training in their own time rather 

than the office, indicating a move towards informal learning 
� Asian companies, and individuals who are self-funding additional training in places such as 

India, are following suit 
� 50% of Asian employees have ‘on the job’ training 

Feedback / Tracking 
Improves Results 

� 70% of organisations across Asia Pacific evaluate their learning programmes 
� 36% of learners believe their organisations put learner evaluation insights into action 
� 70% of decision-makers use improved performance by employee as a key metric of success 
� 2.1x more learners find learner programmes provide necessary skills when feedback is 

gathered from learners 
� Learners often dissatisfied with HR / L&D department. Majority of Learners are turning to 

their managers and peers for information on training, up from 31% in 2012 to 40% this year 

Regional Funding Shifts 

� Over half of the industry’s $300bn training revenue is now derived from non-US markets 
and much of it online 

� 62% of emerging market corporates have an annual L&D spend of $500 or less per learner 
� 51% of developed market corporates spend $900 or less annually per learner 
� 32% in developed markets saw their organisations’ learning budgets decrease over the past 

two years while 62% in emerging markets indicate their budgets have increased during the 
same period 

Corporates are Creating 
Lifelong Learning 

Opportunities 

� There are over 1,000 so-called corporate colleges operating in China. 100% of corporate 
colleges offer eLearning, except for language learning and IT training  

� There are 100% online corporate colleges and China Telecom's Online University is a good 
example. ZTE uses China Telecom's learning platform for their online courses 

� Some companies offer post-graduate degrees. Example programmes in China include 
Novartis, ZTE, Motorola, China Eastern Airlines, Intel, Tencent, General Electric, IBM and HP 

Key Points 
 
� Learners look for flexibility and interactivity: 

─ 57% prefer eLearning for its flexibility, 
mobility and convenience 

─ 53% chose interactivity as the feature they 
like the most 

─ 35% value the process of learning at their 
own pace/ self-paced learning 

 
� In June 2014, the Chinese government 

confirmed their intention to increase 
vocational training: “State issued the Decision 
of the State Council on Accelerating the 
Development of Modern Vocational Education 
and the Modern Vocational Education System 
Construction Planning (2014-2020)”  
 

� By 2020, the proportion of medium and large 
enterprises in China participating in running 
vocational education schools is expected to be 
above 80%. At the end of September 2014, 26 
Chinese listed companies were involved in 
vocational education 

 
� Starbucks launched their Starbucks China 

University in June 2012. They have a virtual 
university component that provides 
"personalized learning experience through 
various customized methods, including digital 
and mobile"  

Source: CNN, Cegos, HKIHRM, Skillsoft 

56 
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Asia Pacific Education M&A 2010 – 2015(1) 

($m) 

Asia Pacific EdTech M&A 2010 – 2015(1) 
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Asia Pacific Education M&A 2010 – 2015 
Geographic Breakdown 

Asia Pacific Education M&A 2010 – 2015  
Segment Breakdown 
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Key Points 
 
� Education M&A in the Asia Pacific region has 

witnessed steady growth over the last 5 years 
with the average number of deals increasing to 
26 per year between 2013-2015 versus 15 per 
year between 2010-2012 
 

� Target segments in Asia span pre-K12, test 
preparation, international education, tutoring, 
English language learning (ELL), employable 
skill courses and private higher education  
 

� The Asian market is a highly fragmented, a 
complex political and legislative ecosystem for 
any outside parties to expand into. Between 
2010-2015 only 16% of total Asia Pacific M&A 
was from non-Asian companies with the main 
acquiring parties being financial investors or 
Pearson 
 

� Interest has been building from domestic 
internet businesses with various companies 
making minority investments into select 
growth businesses. Since 2014 and following 
the success of these investments, the first 
movers have begun increasing their activity in 
the sector 
 
 
 

Asia Pacific M&A Activity : Steady Increase 
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Asia Pacific Education Fundraisings 2010 – 2015(1) 
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Asia Pacific EdTech Fundraisings 2010 – 2015(1) 
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Asia Pacific EdTech Fundraisings 2010 – 2015 
Geographic Breakdown 
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Segment Breakdown 
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Key Points 
 

� Fundraising activity in Asia Pacific significantly 
increased over the last couple of years, 
particularly across Education Technology 
investments which have increased over 10x 
from 2013 to 2015 
 

� Asia Pacific EdTech fundraisings contributed 
23% of total investments in 2015, up from 15% 
in 2013. Corporate investors such as Xiaomi, 
Alibaba, Baidu and CITIC in China, Wipro in 
India, and education giant Benesse in Japan 
headlining key investments 

 
� Fundraising activity has significantly picked up 

in the last few years driven by the increasing 
international investor appetite in China, India 
and Australia to invest in education (79% of 
deal volume between 2010-2015). Other 
significant contributors include Japan, South 
Korea and Singapore. However, most 
transactions tend to have a domestic focus  

Asia Pacific Fundraising Activity : EdTech Fundraising Growth 
Outstripping Rest of the World  
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Source: Public company information and press releases, Capital IQ as at 15 January 2016 
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Key Points 
 
� Chinese companies have dominated the Asian 

Education market over the last 3 years, with a 
total M&A and Fundraising value of over 
$4.4bn  
─ China makes up 18% of global M&A, but 

only 5% of Global Fundraising 
 
� Other Asian markets are still in their infancy 

─ Education M&A and Fundraising in the 
ASEAN market has only accumulated a value 
of $619m over 3 years 

─ On a global scale, ASEAN Education 
accounts for 1% of the global M&A 
compared with 2% for fundraisings in the 
sector 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

� Education initiatives: 
─ Launch of Tencent Classroom (in April 2014) to offer exam-

oriented courses in language study, skill training and 
certification and K12 lessons. By August 2014 they had 
attracted over 34 million users. The QQ Group’s online 
course function enables teachers and organisations to give 
live video courses to students, group members and to 
accept payments through Tencent’s online payment service 
Tenpay 

─ In July 2014, Tencent established a joint venture with New 
Oriental Education & Technology called Weixue Mingri to 
explore mobile learning options. New Oriental said it would 
offer content and other educational resources to the joint-
venture and Tencent would help with product 
development and online marketing. New Oriental had over 
10 million registered students (of all ages) as of mid-2015 

 

� Taobao, Alibaba-owned, launched an online education 
marketplace called Taobao Tongxue in late 2013 which enables 
teachers to deliver live courses or sell recorded courses. In 
2014, Taobao reported the top 5 educational purchases were: 
foreign languages (37.6%), marketing and management 
(14.3%), primary and middle school-level supplementary 
learning aids (13.2%), literature and arts (11.3%) and 
professional test preparation (10.4%) 

� In February 2014, Alibaba led a $100 million investment into 
TutorGroup, the world’s largest online English Language 
institution 

� Alibaba has partnered with Peking University to establish 
“Chinese Moocs” which cover subjects ranging from science, 
law, literature, music to IT. The partnership follows Coursera’s 
business model where online courses combine video lectures, 
quizzes, and other coursework to educate students 

� In 2012, Baidu invested $10m into Chuanke, an independent 
online course marketplace founded in late 2011. Following 
the success of the investment, Baidu later acquired Chuanke 
in August 2014. 

─ A $4m investment in an online test prep company called 
Wanxue in July 2014. Wanxue specialises in prep courses 
for post-graduate entrance exams and civil service exams, 
which it offers in 25 regions across China. It has 535 
professors on its network 

─ In September 2014, Baidu invested $11m in SmartStudy, 
which sells eLearning test prep courses for standardised 
English tests 

─ February 2015, Baidu invested $100 million into a private 
online language learning provider HuJiang. The company 
provides online foreign language education services in 
China. In 2014, HuJiang claimed to have 80 million users, 
of which 50 million use its mobile platforms 

─ Baidu spun-off Zuoyebang which focuses on providing 
learning materials to children  

 

Asia EdTech Giants Compete for Dominance 
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� Ape Exam offers a B2C test prep service, through its website yuantiku.com, that enables 
students to do homework on mobile phone and iPads 

� 13 million students currently use the app up 11.5m from June last year(2) 

� The app is currently only in use in China 
 

CEO: Li Yong 
 
Ownership: CMC, IDG 
Capital, Matrix Partners, 
New Horizon 

 
Founded:  2013 
# of employees: 120 

60 

Company Management / Ownership Company Overview 

 
Founded:  2003 
# of employees: 1,000 
Revenue FY14: CNY52.3m 

� Phoenix e-learning runs China’s largest online educational platform, zxxk.com, serving over 
30,000 public schools(1) with over 15 million registered users, 80% of whom are teachers 

� The company operates a B2C business model, providing databases for teaching, learning 
materials and data, software and cloud platforms, charging for such educational content 

Chairman: Haiyan Chen 
 
Ownership: Jiangsu Phoenix 
Digital Media, TAL Education 
Group 

1) TAL Education Group  
2) Technode 
3) 17zuoye.com 

� BulletinBoard is a mobile app that allows parents to communicate one-on-one with their 
childrens’ teachers 

� The company faces strong competition, not only indirectly from Whatsapp but also from 
schools, trying to build the product themselves 

Founder: Norman Ganto 
 
Ownership: Norman Ganto, 
Ade Wicaksono  

Founded:    2015 

� Smart Education develops educational apps for kids 
� The company operates 4 educational apps, with their core app ‘Kids’n Books’ achieving 

over 2 million downloads globally 
� The company operates a freemium business model, with revenue generated through in-

app advertisement 
 
 

 

President: Daigo Ikeya 
 
Ownership: Infinity Venture 
Partners, CyberAgent, 
e.ventures 

 
 
 
 
Founded: 2011 
# of employees: 8 

� Vox Learning Technology operates an online study platform, offering an adaptive learning 
platform for K12 

� Vox currently has over 14 million registered users(3) 

� The company uses a freemium business model, with revenue generated from site 
advertising 
 

Founder: Liu Chang 
 
Ownership: H Capital, 
Temasek Holding, DST 
Global, Shunwei Capital 
 

 
Founded:  2011 
# of employees: 50 

Source: Company Information, Company House, Capital IQ as at 15 January 2016 

Online Educational Communities and Mobile Learning Takes 
Over Asian EdTech in K12 
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� Rarejob provides online English teaching services for individuals and corporates in Japan 
and the Philippines  

� It has provided over 15 million lessons(2) 

� Rarejob pays its tutors based on performance, taking a percentage cut 
 

Chairman: Tomohisa Kato 
 
Ownership: CyberAgent, 
Mitsui, Mitsubishi, Global 
Brain Corporation 

 
Founded:  2007 
# of employees: 189 
Revenue FY15: JPY2,112m 

61 

Company Management / Ownership Company Overview 

 
Founded:  2004 
# of employees:       1,000 

� TutorGroup offers online language-learning courses for students seeking to learn English 
and Mandarin 

� It offers over 10,000 hours of course content, hosting more than 5 million classroom 
sessions to students in over 40 countries(1) 

� The average student uses TutorGroup for 3 years with a monthly recurrence rate of 95%(1) 

 

CEO: Eric Yang 
 
Ownership: China 
Investment Corp, Alibaba 
Capital, Goldman Sachs 

1) TutorGroup 
2) Rarejob 
3) The Nation 

� Qooco provides mobile language learning support for the hospitality sector through 
gamification and interactive technology such as speech recognition 

� The company has aimed for a low cost, scalable business model – with contracts priced 
between Bt90,000 – Bt300,000 ($2,500 - $8,500) per year(3) 

� The company served between 200-300 hotels in 2015(3) 

Founder: David Topolewski 
 
Ownership: David 
Topolewski 

 
Founded:    2002 
# of employees: 200 

� Langrich is an online English language provider for individuals and corporations 
� It has a subscription-based model of JPY6,000 ($54) per month with customers receiving a 

25 minute lesson a day(4) 

� The company provides English language tutoring via skype to students in Japan and the 
Philippines 
 
 

 

CEO: Alan Schwartz 
 
Ownership: EnglishCentral, 
hitomedia, kLab ventures 

 
 
 
 
Founded: 2010 

� 51talk is an online English Language Teaching (ELT) platform providing one-to-one foreign 
language teaching services in China and the Philippines 

� It operates a Pay-As-You-Go business model, at a cost of 15 yuan ($2) per class(5) 

� The company has over 1,500 English language teachers in the Philippines 

Founder: Huang Jiajia 
 
Ownership: Angel Plus, CITIC 
Capital Partners, DCM, 
Shunwei Fund, Sequoia  
 

 
Founded:   2012 
# of employees:  50 

4) Langrich 
5) jmdedu 

Source: Company Information, Company House, Capital IQ as at 15 January 2016 

Language Training in Asian EdTech Shifts to a Blended 
Learning/Mobile Platform  
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Data Analytics and Mobile Platforms a Focus for Test 
Preparation in Asian EdTech 

62 62 

� Minglebox offers online and mobile content on colleges, courses and test preparation 
� The portal has a user base of +4m students across 250 cities in India(2)  
� The company generates revenue through educational institutions advertising and 

information purchases 
 

Chairman: Kavita Iyer 
 
Ownership: Sequoia Capital 
India 

 
Founded:  2006 
# of employees:         50 

62 

Company Management / Ownership Company Overview 

 
Founded:  2009 

� Zhan.com offers online training courses for students preparing entrance exams for 
overseas universities and English language tests 

� The company currently has more than 700,000 registered users with average daily traffic of 
more than 30,000 students(1) 

 

CEO: Hanchen Chen 
 
Ownership: Bertelsmann, 
GGV Capital, Milestone 
Capital, Sequoia, Shunwei 

� TestRocker is a comprehensive online education platform for standardized test preparation  
� The company currently has students in over 36 countries with access to over 2,000 

questions for SAT/ACT preparation(3) 

� TestRocker offers a B2C service with students paying for unique and personalised SAT/ACT 
course material and quizzes 
 

� Toppr is an online test preparation platform that helps students prepare for IIT JEE, PMT 
and other Indian entrance exams 

� The company has 170,000 students on its platform, practising over 2.5 million questions(3) 

� It operates a subscription-based model with fees beginning at Rs.2,900 ($42)(4) 

Founder: Zishaan Hayath 
 
Ownership: Eight Roads, 
Fidelity, Helion Venture, 
InnoVen Capital, SAIF 

 
 
 
 
Founded: 2013 
# of employees:         88 

� Embibe operates a test preparation portal, offering training and feedback for engineering 
entrance exams in India 

� In 2014, Embibe, along with its new acquisition 100 marks, had 4 million unique visitors(3) 

� Embibe uses a subscription-based business model, with minimum fee of Rs.16,000 ($234)(5) 

Founder: Aditi Avasthi 
 
Ownership: Kalaari Capital, 
Lightbox Management 
 

 
Founded:  2012 
# of employees:         19 

1) Zhan.com 
2) Rarejob 
3) TestRocker 

Founder: Sonali Mathur 
 
Ownership: privately held  

 
 
 
 
Founded: 2012 
# of employees: 50 

4) TechinAsia 
5) Times of India 

Source: Company Information, Company House, Capital IQ as at 15 January 2016 
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Professional Skills in Asian EdTech Sees a Shift Towards 
Cloud-Based Community Learning 

63 63 

� Simplilearn provides online education and in-house training for professional certification 
courses 

� The company has trained over 400,000 professionals with over 2,000 trainers with courses 
averaging 30 hours of instructor-led training(2) 

� Simplilearn operate a Pay-As-You-Go business model, courses range from $200-$2,000(2) 

 

CEO: Krishna Kumar 
 
Ownership: Helion Venture, 
LLC, India Venture, Kalaari, 
Mayfield Fund 

 
Founded:   2009 
# of employees:        1,000 
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Company Management / Ownership Company Overview 

 
Founded:  2011 
# of employees: 200 

� Jigsaw Academy provides online courses in big data and data analytics 
� Since 2011, the company has trained over 10,000 students in 20+ countries(1) 

� The company operates a subscription-based business model, with fees ranging from Rs. 
7,000 – Rs. 28,000 ($103 - $410)(1)  

� Courses range from 1-16 weeks(1) 

CEO: Gaurav Vohra 
 
Ownership: Manipal Global 
Education 

1) Jigsaw Academy 
2) Simplilearn 
3) Ubion 

� Ubion operates as an eLearning provider for corporates and employees; providing various 
educational sites for learning and certification 

� The company has over 1,000 training centres(3) 

� A 1-year skills-based course costs a user ₩2,000,000 ($1,664) for a blended learning 
experience(3) 

CEO: Jae-Hwan Lim 
 
Ownership: KDB Private 
Equity, BFA Co., NH Capital, 
Samsung Asset Management 

 
Founded:    2000 
# of employees:        160 

� JMA Management engages in human resource development through eLearning and 
employee training and assessment 

� JMA offers 250 classes in 15 different fields, utilized by over 4,000 companies, training and 
assessing over 6 million employees(4) 

 

CEO: Takashi Hasegawa 
 
Ownership: Japan 
Management Association 

 
 
 
 
Founded: 1991 

� ChaseDream is an online and offline community for Chinese professionals, helping them to 
achieve professional goals 

� The website generates around 1 million visitors per month(5) 

� It utilises a freemium business model, generating revenue from site advertising 

Founder: Steven Wang 
 
Ownership: Steven Wang  
 

 
Founded: 2003 
# of employees:      20 
Revenue FY14:        £2m 

4) JMAM 
5) jmdedu 

 
 

Source: Company Information, Company House, Capital IQ as at 15 January 2016 
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Online Employability Platforms Experiencing Strong Interest 
in Asia  
 

64 64 64 

� KareerMatrix provides employability assessment of final year university students via its 
unique KareerMatrix Assessment Test (KAT) 

� The company operates various business models covering corporates, universities to 
students and students only 
 

Director: Tarun Tyagi 
 
Ownership: privately held 

 
Founded:  2013 
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Company Management / Ownership Company Overview 

 
Founded:  2008 
# of employees: 500(1) 

Revenue FY12:           $4m 

� Aspiring Minds is an assessment company that helps organisations measure and identify 
talent using their unique AMCAT platform 

� The company currently works alongside 3,500 corporations (1) 

� It recently acquired LetsIntern.com, which has over 4 million students and 22,000 
organizations registered(2), with the aim of closing the jobs skill gap 
 
 

CEO: Himanshu Aggarwal 
 
Ownership: Omidyar 
Networ, Ajit Khimji Group 

1) Your Story 
2) The Pie News 
3) KareerMatrix 

� NEXT Academy is a Southeast Asian skills development academy, aimed at improving the 
employability of young coders and developers through immersive learning experiences 

� In their first year, the company graduated 150 students from all over the world(5) 

� NEXT operate a course-fee business model, their 9 week coding course costs RM9,540 
($2,309)(5) 

Founder: Josh Teng 
 
Ownership: 500 Startups 

 
Founded:    2015 

� Mettl has designed an employability test that works both with colleges and employees in 
trying to close the job skills gap 

� The company has assessed over 100,000 students in 40+ locations across India and worked 
with over 700+ recruiters(6) 

 

CEO: Ketan Kapoor 
 
Ownership: Kalaari Capital(7) 

 
 
 
 
Founded: 2010 
# of employees: 200 

� Provides an assessment and campus hiring platform that helps corporates hire candidates 
via an online assessment solution 

� The company reaches out to over 5,000 colleges, connecting 1,000 corporates to nearly 2 
million students(9) 

� CoCubes operates a B2B business model  

Founder: Harpreet Grover 
 
Ownership: Ojas Venture 
Partners 
 

 
Founded:                     2007 
# of employees: 106(8) 

4) CapIQ 
5) NEXT Academy 
6) Mettl 

7) Times of India 
8) Pitchbook 
9) CoCubes 

Source: Company Information, Company House, Capital IQ as at 15 January 2016 
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EdTech : the Long Rising Tide 

Global education expenditure is now over $5tn, 8x the size of 
the software market and 3x size of the media and 
entertainment industry. Yet education is only 2% digitized. The 
EdTech opportunity remains significant but the pace of change 
will be slower than other industries due to the number of 
gatekeepers involved in decision making. We estimate up to 
5x slower than the digital transition in the media industry 

 
Asia is Re-Balancing the US’ Global Influence 

The Asian market is both large and transitioning quickly, driven 
by its ability to leapfrog legacy infrastructure. Investment into 
the sector has grown >10.0x from 2013 to 2015, outgrowing 
the US market. We believe there is currently a window of 
cross-opportunities between East and West for fast growing 
markets of Asia to engage with established education brands 
of the West. We expect this window to close within 5 years 

Incumbents Feeling the Pinch 

All the major incumbents continue to struggle with the 
changing pace of digital transition particularly as new business 
models threaten the traditional value chain and buyer 
channels. Emergent and Public EdTech companies are trading 
at 5.0-7.0x EV/Revenue premiums to traditional publishers. In 
China, companies such as Qtone are trading at >60.0x 
EV/Revenues 

Global Workforce Crisis 

The changing skills and employment structures required for 
the workplace of the 21st Century are not being adequately 
addressed. There is an accelerating disparity between the 
supply and demand for labour skills. Observers have estimated 
the risk to global GDP to be in excess of $10tn. The workplace 
will need to adjust to a flexible environment where freelancers 
become the largest source in the labour supply chain 

Emerging Markets Driving Mobile First Strategies 

90% of the world’s population under 30 is already in emerging 
markets and growing at 3x the rate of developed nations. 
Digital distribution across emerging markets is dominated by 
mobile. We expect that 80% of the world’s population will be 
able to access mobile broadband within 5 years. Education 
and vocational training for emerging markets will be led by 
mobile first strategies 

 
The Shakeup Begins 

Innovation has delivered a wide range of solutions for the 
education and training markets. Educators and trainers are 
now struggling with how to pick the right packages. At the 
same time the investment community is responding with 
varying degrees of enthusiasm in different regions of the 
world. Europe is materially lagging Asia and North America in 
its investment into the sector. As a consequence, there will be 
a major shakeout over the next five years as only a limited 
number of viable EdTech models will emerge successfully 

IBIS Capital’s Key Takeaways 

Source: IBIS Capital, Gartner 
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North America has to date been the 
pacesetter for innovation globally, but 
there is now an increasing shift to the 

East 

North America 

Enviable brand heritage in education but 
will suffer from lack of investment into 

EdTech. A window of opportunity to scale 
European brands internationally 

Europe 

Established mobile infrastructure and 
strong consumer investment in education 
driving EdTech adoption, however macro 

economics acting as a brake 

Latin America 

Widespread market demand for 
education and skills will require mobile 
infrastructure to deliver at scale, with 
new models for content and platforms 

Africa 

China to become the emergent EdTech 
leader followed by an opening of large 

addressable markets across Asia. The one 
to watch 

Asia 

Education Technology is becoming a 
global phenomenon as distribution and 

platforms scale internationally 

Global 

Final Snapshot of the Global Markets for Education and Training 
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Time for You to Engage with the Makers and Shakers at the 
EdTechXGlobal Summits in 2017 

Website 

Who 

www.edtechxeurope.com 

CEOs, corporates, influencers, investors, EdTech growth businesses, policy 
makers, academic practitioners, non-profit organisations, researchers, foundations 

Where 

When 20 - 21 June 2017 

www.edtechxasia.com 

8 - 9 November 2016 

Connecting the global EdTech community via events, research and awards  Overview 

London, UK 
Kings Place 

 
Singapore 

MAX Atria, Singapore EXPO 
 

Major 
Partners SXSWedu + WISE SingEx, SXSWedu, WISE & 

JMDedu 

Format Thought Leadership Summit Thought Leadership Summit & 
Expo Event 
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